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CARLA' S IH EXPERIENCE 
• Watching the dressing down for Shagfest, the dressing up for Ball, the fancy dressing for Boat Cruise and
the cross dressing for Switch 
• Working with Nick Jorgensen in establishing the ICC Board of Governors
• Watching our sporting teams, debaters, choir, artists and dancers do so well
• Making the changes to Ivor Cribb over the holidays and seeing how pleased everyone was with the
changes around college 
• Having Rosanne return to IH with Giri , John B, Sid and Gary
• Meeting the other IH Directors from around the world in January in Melbourne
• Catching up with Jon Stead, 'God' and other past residents
• Having my eardrums burst by Scuba Steve and the band at Bandfest
• Helping out with the editing and proof reading of assignments
• Welcoming new residents to IH
•Visiting other college functions at St Leo 's, Emmanuel, Duchesne, Grace, St Johns, Kings and St Leo 's
•The NEW Cat (the old puss-cat died last year) . . .
as close as it gets to a college dog 
•Teaching Gurteaj and Terence how to chop potatoes
with a blunt knife in preparation for Soiree 
• Enjoying a meal at our Bara Khanas with our
special Aboriginal guest, Steve Bradbury and 
Sugath 
• Having Lyndon, Bea and Kirstie join our staff at
IH 
• Being invited to the NAAUC Conference by
Eddie and Nick 
•That ' special kiss '  at Shagfest (Ed: swoon ! )
• Being serenaded by the boys at Variety Night
• Sharing the AHAUCHI Hobart experience m 
September with Heads from all around the nation 
•Making a couple of ' Can Can'  skirts
•Sharing with Maja and the Student Club the refurbishment of the Games Room
• Helping some residents with their academic and/or personal issues
•Seeing Eddie, Bjorn, Jonathan and other IH residents graduate in July
• Developing a partnership with Milpera SHS with IH, Student Club and St Lucia Rotary
• Being a member of St Lucia Rotary
•Watching the Singaporean 'Bollywood' group strut their stuff
• Being occupied by the G 4th Floor lads . . . . on a number of occasions
The worst . . . .  SAYING GOODBYE 
-by Carla Tromans 
MAJA DOMA 
IH President 
2006 
Another year, another Kanyana article to 
write . This year I have decided to combine my 
President and SR experiences into what I hope 
is not an angry diatribe, but rather a reflective 
piece that nicely sums up the year. A lot of 
people don't really know what the president 
has to do, so I thought I would let this article be a kind of "handbook to IHSC Presidency", a set of a few 
handy hints and pointers to assist the future leaders of our college. 
1 )  Get to know the Red Room well, it may be your only place of refuge. This I discovered in 2005 with 
Soiree, but it was just as relevant this year. We even had a covert all UQ college Presidents and VPs meeting 
there in semester 1 ,  which, of course, ended in a very drunken trivia night with ' team college ' walking out 
halfway through. 
2) Rehearse your signature . You will sign countless cheques and certificates throughout the year. I am
actually getting sick of my own name ! However, it is pretty cool to be a signatory to an account, plus, I got 
to transport and see all the money behind the scenes at Soiree . . .  mmm . . .  embezzlement . . .  
3 )  Learn to be everyone 's bitch. Being the president, despite the connotations associated with the word, does 
not really mean you give orders . I was bossed around with the best of them this year, that 's right, I 'm only 
a figurehead ! 
4) Acquaint yourself with the art of public humiliation. "Flash everyone your bra at Choralfest, you're the
President ! "  No explanation needed. 
5) Plan your life around meetings .  Exec meetings .  Born meetings . Meetings with Carla. Activities committee
meetings .  Meetings with other admin staff. Finance committee meetings .  Special general meetings .  Annual 
general meetings. MEETINGS MEETINGS MEETINGS !  
6) Learn self-composure while drunk at formal dinners . Being the MC at formal dinners can be fun, but
talking shit to Steven Bradbury and giving awards when you have had the better part of a bottle of dodgy 
IH wine is not. 
7) Expect backlash. Like when you introduce fifty dollar fines for non-attendance at AGMs, or when you
buy a college megaphone. 
And what can I say about G tower this year? Well, as a certain then-SR, now Senior Tutor expressed in the 
2004 Kanyana: " it's the weekly SR meeting ... and one of the first things I hear is complaints about my 
residents." Life was made difficult by the so-called "G 4th Boys", who became their own little entity this 
year. Not one SR meeting went by without at least one mention of the 
antics of our resident hooligans. 
Despite this, we had a lot of fun this year. Ann and I tried to make the G 
Tower elevator our slogan, painting it onto our ' tower t-shirts' in semester 
1 at the first tower supper. We even got a G tower facebook group going. 
Woohoo ! As hard as it is to create a sense of community in G tower, I 
think Cazz and I did pretty well, even though we went through bouts of 
self-loathing, telling ourselves we were the worst SRs. 
Aside from the "titles" of President and SR, my third and final year 
at International House has been the same as the two preceding, full of 
interesting characters, great times and of course, goon. 
-by Maja  Doma 
NATHAN WALK 
IH Vice President 2006 
With the swiftness of a peregrine falcon streaking gracefully from the sky or a North Korean diplomats 
resort to the words "imminent nuclear warfare" the last days of January are upon us and before you can say 
regime change there's been just that and I and my fellow student club devotees are faced with stark reality 
of the new IH year. My enthusiasm in finding myself in the role of Vice-President dulled only slightly by 
the news that unlike Dick Cheney I will be unable to inflict gunshot wounds with impunity, I try not to get 
exhausted watching the determined efforts of other Exectutive and 0-Week committee members as they 
prepare frantically, coordinating with precision, cleaning with vigour (no weapons of mass destruction in the 
Student club room either however) and spending with impressive enthusiasm. 
As 0-Week recedes, the remaining brain cells of the college's collective memory too few to do justice to the 
dazzling spectacle that it was, the year builds momentum towards the first showcase event: Bandfest. Owing 
the presence of a President capable of stringing together and considerably longer sequence of coherent words 
than I and lamentable lack of firearms I decide that a Republican approach to my role is simply untenable 
and content myself with the Al Gore method, retreating to my room whenever possible to write fragments of 
a manifesto of environmental improvements for the college of sweeping breadth and inspiring insight which 
will be unveiled to the world only after I have been safely removed from power. 
International House has been the same as the two preceding, full of interesting characters, great times and of 
course, goon. 
In between this however I take a few moments to marvel at the poise and efficacy with which Tim and Emil 
guide this most complex and problematic of events to a stunningly successful conclusion. The extent of the 
profit made forces me to conclude that whatever substance in which the conveners partook to retain their 
unflappable calm must have had an impressive resale value . 
Within moments it seems Soiree has arrived, with all the light and noise of protest rally outside a G8 summit 
and the atmosphere and expectation of a World Cup final . With those thoughts in mind I concentrate on 
avoiding tripping any Italians or being head butted by the French. Especially impressive acts being the 
bravery of Neil to volunteer as Peter 's understudy (a role not unlike being the next act at Wembley after Live 
Aid) and Chet for joining, with precisely 117 seconds notice, the IH Chess team that :finished third in the ICC
competition. 
Any notions that the end of the year might be accompanied by a drop in enthusiasm amongst the residents 
for their adopted home are quickly dispelled by the passionate intensity, tactical cunning and wholesale 
environmental destruction brought on by the end of year elections and the ensuing propaganda explosion. 
The unbounded excitement of the candidates bested only by Beanie Tom's meritorious service in the field of 
seconding and The_ Blur 's truly epic display of his Way of the Keyboard martial skills, this event reminded 
me once again of this microcosm's most prized asset: the spirit of its inhabitants . To those who have in many 
or any ways contributed to the procession of this past year, my congratulations one and all . 
-by Nathan Walk 
TOM BALD WIN 
Before I attempted to produce the magazine you now hold in your hands, 
I could never have imagined that any production outside the construction 
industry could involve so many brick walls. Nevertheless, if you're reading 
this, I must have had it printed before my death at the hands of an angry 
student club. 
Putting aside the impending doom of my own exams, I tum your eyes now 
to the focus of any coherent Kanyana article : some tangential discussion of 
International House culture. Thinking back over my time at IH, one thing 
struck me : change. Ceaseless flux. Constant turmoil !  
On countless occasions at  IH,  I have been regaled with the tall story of some 
legendary ex-resident who got very drunk/very bad marks/with a very ugly 
partner. I think to myself "Good gracious, such times this place has seen ! "  I 
think further, and realise that these mythical figures, passed down from the 
elders of our tribe, were living here just one or two years ago. Like grains 
of sand through the hourglass, so are the days of our residency. Thus, with 
every passing year, the faces and stories of IH change immeasurably. 
My point is thus: the IH culture we adore, the memories we cherish, the standards we uphold and the college 
spirit we fight for is incredibly ephemeral. Every traditional party and every social norm (where do we set 
up the Mexican stand again??) we hold exists purely because of returning residents. Consider your first 
week at IH; you arrive in various states of sobriety, innocence and trepidation. After just a few days, a few 
parties and probably quite a few drinks, you have been struck with your first impression of IH. The way older 
residents welcome you, the charms with which they seduce you, and the pastimes they rope you into combine 
to form your conception of IH. As the year goes by, you have incredible times with your friends, you drop 
courses in order to spend time playing DotA with those friends, and (if you are that way inclined) you make 
out with most of those friends as well. Through this year long, though equally sexual, magical-anime-girl 
transformation sequence, you have become part of IH and it has become at least a little part of you. 
The end of the year comes, countless tears are shed and perhaps you leave forever: to be mentioned in passing 
by your friends, to appear in old photos and confuse the crap out of first years, and quite possibly to show up 
at Shagfest in just a pair of briefs. Or maybe you decide to 'ride the manatee.' You persevere, returning for 
another year of goon-fuelled fun. 0 Week 200X comes around, and you realise something: you have become
a housie. How did it happen? At what point did you become part of this living, breathing, incestuous love 
machine? But before you know it, like a cheap sponge, you are giving back all of the IH culture you have 
absorbed, ever so slightly distorted by your own experiences, philosophies and idioms, passing it to the first 
years just as it was passed to you: unknowingly. 
So you see, gentle and confused reader, how amazing and fragile IH truly is. Even one year of poor spirit, 
a single annum without returning residents, and our fantastic atmosphere could be forgotten; IH would be 
wiped clean, a blank, sterile slate of oddly tall dormitories and disconcertingly labyrinthine walkways. Any 
nation, it has been said, is just three meals away from revolt. International House is just one dose of apathy 
away from becoming a bunch of internationals in a house. I say to you, ladies and gentlemen, make the very 
best of your time here. Enjoy the sexy parties. Talk to your fioormates for hours. Broaden your horizons, and 
ogle gorgeous asian girls because, as my main man Heraclitus might say, you can never step into the same 
river twice. In exactly the same fash ion you will never ha'V'e the same 
year at IH again, so make every one of them as hedonistic and awesome 
as possible. 
-by Tom "The Blur" Baldwin 
TOM LOCKWOOD 
I 've been up all fuggin night editing this magazine. I agree with Tom. 
Trying to get pro-bono content out of university students around exam 
time is like trying to make a simile after you haven 't slept for 30  hours . 
So I 'm sitting here in my empty room listening to Rick James Superfreak. 
I 'm naked, and the trucks in the maintenence yard are rumbling around 
as usual . 
I 've been in this room, D 1 .4 for two years . I 'm leaving in an hour, never 
to return. I 've left my mark. There are a few new scratches in the desk, 
but that huge crack in the benchtop was there when I got here, honest. 
This room faces out onto G lawn, so you can yell at drunks and shake 
your fist at the kids playing cricket. You get all the morning vehicle 
noise from maintenence, and if you 're lucky you can 't hear the dogs at 
the vet clinic barking. 
The food here is terrible, the internet access is expensive, and the fire 
alarm goes off too much. If I wanted to, I could sit here and moan for 
hours about this place, but none of that is important. I came here 
to have a good time, and no reheated macaroni can ever get in the 
way of that. I had fun here, and I hope you did too .  
-by Tom Lockwood 
CHRISTIANA 
(kekeke) 
It is inevitable when you ask the cultural 
convenor of a college to write "one page of 
size 1 2  text on your personal IH experience'' , , '· 
you will get a report full of stories about Y'. · 1: 
Dancefest, Choralfest, One Act Play, Variety 
Night, Bandfest and ALL the wonderful �--.-.. 
cultural events which occurred this year. So here is my report, on ALL the wonderful cultural events which 
occurred this year. 
Variety night showcased the gifts and talents of our Housies .  The highlights of the night included the 
traditional fire twirling, a lack of Seb 's dead baby jokes, and A Night in India - a heart wrenching tale of 
Bollywood love . I just wish it didn 't coincide with St Patrick's Day - I would've remembered a lot more . 
College Idol is the one thing we triumph in every year, and this year was no different. The lovely Bex 
made us proud with a rendition of I 'm Outta Love and second place ! (I still maintain the Jabba Idol 
deserved a placing, because he was fairly good looking.)  
Also, we were the only college with posters . How cool are we? 
Bandfest was a emolicious night. IH 's own "Rock Street Drive" put on an energetic show 
and we were the first band to get people crowd surfing ! I have to say, Scuba's extra 
toight (and extra-revealing) j eans were a little but vital part of a night that was a very 
good for all (perhaps except Mr Warren, as he was caged in a room full of moneys. 
Then again . . .  ) 
One Act Play was stolen from us, but hey, who keeps grudges? (see Soiree 
Coloured list for details . )  Even without our first fantastic team of orgasmic 
lovers, the cast of Love Puke managed to entertain and arouse a full house of 
audiences at One Act Play AND our "Stick it to the ICC - IH presents Love 
Puke" show, Emma and James 's triple orgasm being a favourite scene of the 
audience. (PS .  Colleges who wanted to move it to second semester: Kings, 
Womens, Emmanuel, Duchesne. Now I'm not suggesting anything, but you 
know where those colleges are .)  
Chess . . .  we came third ! Um . .  . it was at Soiree . .  . in the dining hall . . .
Art Show was held at kings, and that 's where the art pieces are 
still . I apologise. Flemo (Kings cultural) and I aren 't the best 
communicators in the world, everytime I try to mention those 
missing art pieces, we end up insulting each other 's mothers . But 
Megan T's  Afro guy came third ! Alllriiggghhhtt. 
JAMES 
Dancefest. The word still leaves a cold scar in my heart. It wasn 't 
bad ! It 's just that I ' d  yelled at so many people during that month 
before, and especially the week before dancefest, that I feel 
horrible and guilty every time I hear the D word. I hope everyone 
had a fantastic time (except for all those times I ' d  snapped at 
you) . You all looked great, I would win on to all of you if l could. 
HOT. 
Thanks to everyone who got into it, had fun, and made culture 
fun for everyone ! (and thanks to the Kanyana convenors who 
peer pressured me into writing this . .  . I 've now consumed $ 1 0  
worth of candy whilst doing so.) 
-by Christiana Kim 
Warning, Football 
(Disclaimer: Any corporate advertising in this publication 
is none of my doing. A true Marxist will never advocate 
such a despicable act of spectacular devices, and as such, I 
say "Free Your Mind") 
It was the year of the Bugle .  An unsympathetic raspberry rasping through the air to the sounds of "WAKE 
UP" ringing in your ears . You poor ducklings .  In the outside world, people do get up at 5 : 30 ,  you know. 
While most people might think of the year as an utter alcohol-induced blur (Ed: I can be induced with many 
things ! ) , my experience, on most occasions was quite literally sober. I ' ll continue the big whinge with the 
fact that most people find redeemable highlights out of the gargantuan party that is "Shagfest" . Well, sod the 
lot of you. I feel a dire empathy for whoever ends up as "Bartender" for that event . . .  it really is a tum off. It 
could possibly rank up as badly as tattooing "VIRGIN" on one 's forehead. That or having to listen to Phil 
Collins all day. Either way, for the record, I did leave my post for the last five minutes of the night before "ze 
parteh" ended . . .  and got a good mack on my way out (no names mentioned, how classy of me) Ha ! Anyone 
interested would see that as a ratio of 5 minutes to every mack ! Ha! Take that, those that got obscenely lucky ! 
Even you couldn't keep up an average like that . . .  well . . .  I ' ll just pretend that such a ratio is unsustainable to 
my knowledge . On that topic - though completely unrelated to Shagfest - at least you can take it from me 
that Emma is truly an orgasmic accomplice . (*runs and hides*) 
Anyways, on a sidenote : Sports are cool .  Cool in the 'ZOMG' factor kinda-cool . The draconian arts are an 
entertaining practice, and yours truly did enjoy bossing you lot around over the phone, with all the nagging, 
puppy-dog eyes and overbearing six-foot-four height (pity about the biceps) . . .  The phone is your friend. 
Cherish it. Love it tender. Push its buttons . Hearing 
my voice repeatedly on in-house broadcast was quite 
the narcissist thrill I assure . . .  even more satisfying 
was hearing the endless takes each announcement 
took to actually allow my audience to understand 
my 300words/second speech rate . All I have to say is 
"Rocking-chair" . 
Ah, private jokes, how funny. Chuckle-tastic .  The 
Realm of DC++ was one that I further ventured into 
this year . . .  this was the year where people actually knew 
who Jammathon was, not just some lonesome lurker in 
B-Tower . . .  but an extroverted lurker in B-Tower. I do 
apologize, in a hollow way, for bringing football (all 
nice and catalogued, mind you ! )  to DC.  It 's hilarious 
how many AFL finals highlights and Superbowl 
celebration clips people requested . . . . . FOR THE LOVE 
OF FUDGE: FOOTBALL IS THAT THING KNOWN 
AS "SOCCER".  YOU KNOW . . .  A GAME THAT 
YOU PLAY WITH THE FEET? . . .  Anyway. Hope you 
all enjoyed the magnets . . .  even though about one in 
thirty people actually wanted them. Take that, nOObs .  Always remember the power of hammering in five 
consecutive lines in DC. Always. Stats-hogging is the ultimate art. A pity I never actually made it onto the 
' talking to himself ' stats, ultimately. It will be history 's greatest irony. 
Bittersweet tears fill the spleen at the thought of this being my final IH year. Le Sigh. It was a worthwhile 
time, filled with beer, bartending, bugles, (have run out of b 's) football, The Arsenal, phone messages, 
communism, Spectacular Theory (Guy Debord RULES ! ) , Myspace-whoredom, singing in public (poor 
public), and annoying the shit out of people with vegetarian rhetoric .  STOP MURDERING THE ANIMALS ! 
In true DC-fashion . .  . I  say good night to you all, "My angel, my all, my very self'. . . . 
"I take my leave of you. 
Capitalism will fall .  
Viva la Revolution. 
Goodnight, my dearly beloved. 
Stat hog ! "  
(especially the last bit) . 
-by James Maasdorp 
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NINLE ; ) 
Ninle's personal (sexual) experience at IH 2006
Well, to be honest, with that title, I don 't have that much to write 
about. But unless of course everyone wants to hear about all the 
juicy details of the "Cobble" (Ninle + Cob, trying to make up one of 
those celebrity infused names). But I 'm sure its best to keep things 
like that to myself. =) (Ed: for once ;D)
This year, being 2006 and my second year at IH, started out with 
helping out with 0-week activities. It was heaps of fun, although 
tiring at times, but seeing everyone enjoying themselves was 
gratification in itself. Especially seeing everyone drunk and making 
out with each other. Oh, so sexy ! And then uni started. Then came the IH parties, especially the "When I grow 
up party" when The Cobble won the dance off, but was that something 1 really want to win? Nevertheless, it
was about providing sexual entertainment for those who miss out on the weird squeals coming from, I don't 
know where . For me, I guess the highlight for first semester was BandFest and Boatcruise. Both events 
were lots of fun, Boatcruise was a little "cruisy" for my liking; that, or I wasn 't drunk enough ! 
In second semester university work was over whelming, so I had to squeeze in all the fun social events. I 
really enjoyed taking up the position of being co-conveners of the food committee with Rita. I took pleasure 
in organizing bara khanas, especially the food (evil laugh) ! You all gave me crap about the cause my back 
injury whilst I was hobbling around during Soiree. The food was great and so was the atmosphere ! For the 
second semester, l was swamped with assignments and felt that they prevented me from enjoying my last
semester here . 
Next year, lam moving out ofIH, 
but I will miss all things about 
IH . . .  the parties, the company, 
the randoms, the rooms, the not 
so appetizing meals .  However, 
AGMs/SGMs and the screaming 
will not be missed :P  
I would also like to take this 
opportunity to thank those who 
made my stay at IH a fantastic 
one. But I won't list any names, 
simply because there are just too 
many. So, THANK YOU ! 
See ya JH ! 
-by Ninle Tseng 
JAMES KENNEDY 
(Editor's Disclaimer: This is a fictional account. We actually love Kings!) 
G'Day Housies, 
It 's James here, your resident kilt-wearing Tasmanian who likes his cows a little too much . . .  
When asked to right something for Kanyana, one incident stood out in my mind, not only because it 's funny, 
but because it describes what makes IH such a great place. Let me you about my first college raid. 
The Setting: Early in May this year, some of the dastardly inhabitants of Kings's College broke (well,
actually walked) into our games room and made off with our pool cue, pool balls ,  and our foosball table 
(which, we discovered later, was abandoned, found by some more marauding Kingsmen, burnt to ashes, and 
thrown in the river. As you do) . Later that month, I was discussing this violation of IH property over dinner. 
We all got pretty worked up, and soon the topic turned to retribution . . .  
The Plan: To burst into Kings, tum the place upside down until we found our property, and carry it back
in glory to the hallowed towers of IH. 
The Opposition: My friend who lives at Kings has since described what happens to people caught
stealing from this most macho of colleges.  It 's not nice . The stakes were high. 
The Team: The brave people sitting with me that evening were : Joss, Gurteaj , Kyle, Marissa, and
Terence .  
The Raid: Put yourself in my shoes .
The night is dark. Fruit bats cross the moon. I 'm a little 
freaked, but I won't admit it. 
Kyle is leading us as we walk through the gates of Kings. He 
lived there last year, he knows the way in. We try the front 
door. Open . . .  Saunter in. I realize the beauty of the timing­
we 've hit Kings just before the Easter break and no one 's 
around. Still, move fast. 
We tum a comer and Kings games room spills out before us. 
Terence speaks first : 
"Oo, Jeez."  
Kyle just nods . Pool balls cover the floor. Cues are spilled 
out of their cupboard, several are snapped. Obscenities are 
scrawled over the walls. The freaked feeling gets stronger. 
"Hey, look at this ! "  Joss pulls a cue from under on of the 
tables, "Is this ours?" 
Gurteaj inspects the handle .  
"I don't believe it ! That's our cue ."  
"You sure?" 
"I 've played enough games with this cue man, I should 
know." 
A light feeling flutters in my chest as I realize the next 
move : 
"Are any of those balls ours?" 
Possibly, but it doesn't  matter. We ' ll take them anyway. Kyle whips out a shopping bag he conveniently had 
in his pocket, and we begin stowing the balls away. 
"Hey ! It ' d  be bad if someone walked in now ! "  Marissa, by the door, has her lopsided grin on. 
"Quick ! Close the door ! "  
The scene now concealed, we gathered our loot, scrawled 'HO USIE ! ! '  on their blackboard for good measure, 
and got the hell out of there . 
As we walk quickly out of the Kings driveway, ten guys appear out of nowhere behind us. Aargh ! Kyle, with 
the pool cue, immediately crosses the road to draw them off. Gurteaj and Joss are carrying the pool balls 
between them. There 's no way we can get away with both the loot and our lives .  
"Are you stealin ' from Kings?" Bugger ! They must have seen the cue . We stop and turn. A nervous grin 
crosses Joss 's face.  
"Good on ya ! "  They 're Emmanuel boys . Breath again. 
When we finally get back to IH, Only Alan and James are in the games room. They look kind of dejected 
without any foosball or pool equipment. We strut in triumphantly, the holy grail snatched from the gates of 
hell. 
"Hey ! We got the pool stuff back ! "  
The Kick: Alan 's face lights up. We made someone 's night anyway. Everyone in the room i s  watching.
Gurteaj hefts the shopping bag and ceremoniously dumps the balls on the pool table. They click against each 
other and glide over the purple surface .  
Disaster. 
A dagger through my heart. 
We 'd  walked into Kings, located their games room, found our stuff, and failed at the climax of the 
m1ss10n. 
Six balls roll into a cluster in the far corner. The balls we 'd  worked so hard to get. 
Four ' 1 2 '  and two whites .  
The moral to the story: Somewhere on the walk home, Joss pointed out something:
"It 's good no one saw us, eh ! I mean, look at this group- we 've got a guy with flaming red hair, a guy in a 
turban," 
Terence smirks, "The Asian," 
"Ha ! And the American ! "  laughs Marissa. 
A group of people who would otherwise have nothing to do with each other had just banded together for the 
good of . . .  well, international brotherhood. 
God, I love this place ! -by James Kennedy 
GLEN EVENBLY 
When I came to Australia I thought that I had a fair idea of what was in store for me. I had stayed in a college 
during my first two years of uni, I had seen and done a lot, and had thought of myself as having progressed 
along way since then. It was logical to assume that starting a PhD would continue the trend of an ever 
increasing Uni workload. I had had my fun during undergrad, now was the time for some serious study . . .  
Expectations : 
•Australia is like 'Home and Away' .
• Words/names with more than one syllable are time consuming to pronounce fully hence are to be shortened
with appropriate application of the ' azza' suffix. 
• As a NZer I will be subject to a multitude of sheep and accent jokes.
First impression of IH: your turkeys have escaped !  
Happily, I am able to  look back on the year as  i t  was to  and see that I was wrong on both accounts . IH unveiled 
many new surprises and experiences, and PhD student is still very much student. I have successfully staved 
off the ' real world' (the one mum always warned about) for another year. First semester was very crazy, I met 
a lot of new people and had some good times in the mix. Second semester settled down and has been a bit 
busier work-wise, but has still had its fair share of moments. Overall a very good year. Whilst perhaps not as 
life changing as my first year at college, I will take was many experiences and lasting friendships from my 
time at IH. 
Personal Highlights : 
0-Week: My first college event (Pub Crawl) ended with drinking 
far too much and being escorted from the premises, then deciding I 
should walk home: it was easy as all I have to do is follow the river. 
Several hours of rain and mud later I staggered through the door, 
vomited in the bin and promptly decided that I was getting far too 
old for this kind of crap. It did not last very long. The overnight stay 
was also very good: including a very revealing game of ' I  Never . .  ' 
which, amonst many other things, divulged the identities of certain 
housies who have been caught having sex in their parents bed. This 
was of course followed by a midnight swim to the 'pontoon of 
nakedness '  and more drinking . . .  
Dressing Up : I don't think I 've been to a proper costume party in 
my adult life, so I jumped at the chance to dress as Goku (of Dragon 
Ball-Z fame) for the 'when I grow up party. ' Despite a costume held 
together by staples and a disparaging comment that ' Goku should 
be more buff' all went well. At Boatcruise I took a different route, 
deciding that Robin was so lame as to almost be cool. I was initially 
very proud of my achievement of fitting into my green tights that 
were designed for l 1 - 1 4yr old girls ;  this was until I discovered that
(a much larger) Ross had apparently squeezed into much smaller 
(9- 1 1  yr) tights. Outdone at every tum. Grrr . . .  
Club X :  Many of the second year residents will b e  familiar with the 
exclusive Club X, aka (fellow PhD student) Christian 's room. This year has seen some maj or events played 
host to, most notably the infamous 'Bling bling nite ' .  Club X has recently benefited from the addition of a 
balcony paddling pool . One night involved a mass of jelly shots and waking up with writing on my face and 
wearing purple-glitter nailpolish. No I have not forgotten. Watch your back. 
The life and times of a grad student: 
The lives of PhD students are somewhat of a mystery to most: who knows what goes on inside those 
dilapidated basements in which they invariably reside? The best way I can describe it is its like being a 
Hippie. Or a Hobo. Long unkept hair, stubble and tom/ripped clothing is the norm (there is a general air 
of contempt for the masses of well-groomed undergrads that feel the need to dress up to go to lectures) . As 
any form of assessment is a very long way off most find that it is very easy to get distracted. My hacky-sac, 
frizbee and juggling skills have progressed exponentially during the year. An important part of any grad 
students ' life is to try and scam as much free food as possible; group meetings, seminars and departmental 
lunches provide ample opportunity. During one such group meeting my supervisor referenced me as ' cookie 
monster ' .  Productivity comes and goes ;  sometimes it even drops below 'first-year art student ' levels . But 
hey, none of it matters for at least another 2 years (even then . . .  ?) . Life is good. 
Checklist: (it was all in good fun . . .  ) 
•Accent jokes :  'Hey Glen, what 's the floor of a boat called? ' (NZers pronounce e ' s  similar to Australians
pronounce i 's . )  
• Sheep jokes :  courtesy of Andrew Eross .
Q What is the biggest lie in New Zealand?
A I was just helping the sheep over the fence 
Q Why do NZ farmers like to make love to sheep on the top of a cliff?
A Cause if you were faced with certain death, wouldn 't you want to push back? 
-by Glen Evenbly 
SCUBA STEVE 
As I stare at my blank computer screen, sitting in my own filth but 
unable to shower due to a lack of water pressure in the C-Tower 
penthouse showers I can ' t  help but think back over the year that 
was IH 2006 . What were the incidents that made this year the best 
ever, who were the people that shaped my world and how much 
of it can I even remember? 
The experience began well for me, clocking IH 's first official 
random hook-up of the year on the first night of college. I have 
since learnt that you don't win on at the RE (the walk home is 
ok though) but it  seemed like a good idea at the time . The rest of 
0-Week was something of a blur (Ed: the best kind of thing ! ) ,  a 
personal highlight being laybacks on Overnight Stay and getting 
kicked out of lndro Shopping Centre for an incident involving 
carrots .  
Though not originally voted into the position, my time as College 
Fool has been extremely fulfilling. Admittedly, when I was first 
approached about it, I was a little worried about living up to the 
reputation of past fools, but I feel I at least matched them for stu­
pidity. Some of my acts were clearly not in my best interest (most notably the double-mohawk mullet) but I 
regret nothing. Also, I was more than happy to extend on the duties a little, writing the gossip reports for my 
tower as well as the usual acts at Bara Khana. 
The best thing about Bandfest for me was that no one ever asked me to organise anything for it (probably the 
only IH event that I was so lucky) courtesy of me being part of the band. Also it gave me a chance to strut 
around in women's jeans as an emo (Ed: quite a boon) . The result was not as I would have hoped but the 
drunken frenzy we whipped up in the mosh-pit made it all worthwhile. 
My major drunken hangout has proven to be C-Tower common room. The number of days and nights spent 
drinking goon-punch (of various recipes) or beer when I had the funds cannot be counted. 
ICC Sports Ball was another thing altogether. After missing the original bus to the venue (who forgets their 
ticket, honestly?) I still managed to get so drunk that I participated in beer-spitting, hassled multiple people 
that were hooking-up, threw up on myself and don't even remember the bus trip back. 
Over the End of Semester 1 holidays I attended NAAUC, a conference held at Kings and Emmanuel College 
with delegates from colleges all around Australia. My main aim was to actually meet people from other col­
leges,  a task which I excelled in. However, I think the most memorable experience for me in the week would 
be waking up one morning after one of the parties, in C-Tower common room under a huge pile of clothes, 
having no idea what events led to me being in that position. 
My Soiree experience can be separated into two distinct categories; the mind-numbing chaos of organising 
publicity beforehand and the unexpected calm of the actual event, which for me, consisted mainly of beer, 
pirate bands and too many cheese twists . 
The following are some things that I have learnt throughout the experience : You should always lock the door 
(and sometimes even the windows) when you are ' indisposed. ' Multi-spooning in the great court after ses­
sions at the Red Room is a must. My head makes an excellent pifiata. Science subjects are a lot more work 
than arts subjects . People don't enjoy waking up at 7am to be flag girls or get painted as coloured men. An 
excess of chili in any drink has to be a bad thing. I wouldn't want to be anywhere else in the world right now, 
but at IH. 
Let me close by saying thanks to those who have played a part in my lihfe, throughout this year and the last. 
It is not the moments that have made my time here so special, but the people that have been here by my side, 
experiencing them with me. Bring on 2007 . . .  -by Steven Ashburn 
ZOHRIA 
When I arrived is Febrary 2006, this place 
was in chaos .  There were people running 
around half-naked, speaking in all sorts of 
diverse languages, music was blasting and 
everyone just seemed to know each other. 
Being the typical shy newcomer I was lost. 
But like everyone, IH fitted me right into 
their j igsaw puzzle of mayhem. I didn't  feel 
I belonged instantly but the social events, 
games and generally warm people made 
me feel welcome in such a foreign land. I 
was from a tiny state of Singapore, just a 
dot on the map, and it was overwhelming 
to be in such a large continent of diverse 
cultures .  Nevertheless, after almost a year 
this place feels like home, under the shelter 
of IH. 
I remember my first dress-up-as-what-you-wanna-be-when-you-grow up costume party. I dressed up a 
supposed rock star but I was impressed with the residents efforts in coming as exactly who they wanted to 
be-with a touch of humour. There was when I first got to know half the population of IH. Social interaction 
was further facilitated by awesome punch and music. 
But I think the most memorable events were Soiree and Shagfest. Shagfest was especially hilarious and gross 
at the same time . Everyone was smothered in baby oil  and slipping al l  over. I remember Amit falling in the 
middle of the dancefioor followed by several others who were later helped up by an entertained audience .  
Everyone was so smashed and smooching all  my girl friends . The cool thing was nobody minded and some 
even took off their almost-not-there tops .  The night may have ended early on shagfest but the real party took 
place in the bedrooms of residents whose details were spilled the very next day. 
Soiree was another eventful experience. It was the only time IH residents supposedly helped out and drank 
at the same time, and before it even ended, there was an accepted number of brain dead people. Food was 
awesome and people from all walks of life turned up including my tutor which was a bit awkward considering 
my state of mind after a couple of drinks .  
But not all events produced by IH created a uneventful experience for me.  There was 
one time at 3am I decided to go to the toilet. I walked up the stairs dragging my feet 
and put my hand on the door of D tower 3rd floor toilet. Just as I was about to open 
the door, someone inside opened first and what I saw was the shock of my 2 1  years of 
life. There, in full form was a Caucasian dude of some mate who brought a mate over 
dressed as -nothing. He was stark raving naked and all he could do was gape and stare 
back at me . I stared back for a few seconds until I decided his shriveled genital was too 
ugly a sight to take before removing myself from the premises. There are similar stories 
as such but because of the set word limit I will stop here . On the whole, picking IH as 
' a place to reside in was a great deci sion I will never regret and can be sure, potential
residents will feel the same way too . 
-by Zohria Nunis 
LACHLAN 
Dear Diary 
Mood apathetic, my life is spiralling downwards . . . . . . . . .  kidding 
Hurro . 
International house 2006, where can I start, I was a fresher expecting to 
have shit thrown at me during the first few days (not literally.) The year 
has been memorable for many different moments . The most memorable 
being Shagfest. I found out that Christiana had a snake and Mitty a giant 
pencil, which we had a lot of fun with (wink wink) . The amount of girl on 
girl action was fucking awesome, shibby, however the amount of dude on dude action I could have done without. 
There 's nothing like going down on a girl covered in cream . . .  whipped cream that is .  Schwing schwing. I kneWi 
IH was wild but this just conFIRMED everything for me. Ha-ha. (Ed: Ha HA ! Loins . )  
Boat cruise was amazing. I was ripping out my Blue Steel and Magnum like there was no tomorrow, rn� 
enemies that night were super slutty girl and super frigid girl (cough) Megan (cough) Chelsea nice g-bangers 
Many a pole dance was had . . .  and watched with those perfectly placed poles on the boat. When I came back t 
college I was promptly invited to a threesome with (Ed: censored to protect the guilty,) with me making up the 
fourth. I denied, phew, I had my own conquest. Mind you I could hear it anyway from one floor up, hilarious.  
Ball at the xxxx brewery was like POW, right Christiana? I myself was involved in a nic 
three way mack on which turned into four, on the bus . Thank god I was the only guy in it 
made it all the better. There 's also a lot of that night I don't remember, especially how 
got home. The ball was an awesome night with heaps of good memories and photo 's . .  . 
right Emma (one act play style) . So should I mention Carn and Christina in the toilets . .  . 
damn I just did. I will leave it there for all the underage kids . 
At Dancefest we were busting a move on the floor, shagadelic times .  We were extreme! 
robbed, bloody judges know nothing about dancing, NOTHING. Then went out to another night at Union Jack 
which has pretty much become my watering hole, with its $2 basics . . . . allllright. 
The first and definitely best times I 've had at college were in "o­
week", my god the parties :  back to school, back to front and then 
the massive pub crawl where me Fij i  and a couple of others fooled 
everyone by going to the place that had the bar tab first while everyone 
else was still at Friday's, suckers . I was introduced to the ice game 
and macked on with so many randoms, college life was definitely 
gunna rock. Seeing as it was so long ago I don't remember much, but 
how could I forget Bex and Ross party animals and awesome people. 
Shibby. 
For all those of you returning "o-week" next year is gunna be mad 
as, I am on the committee, hells yeah. Well signing out on a fantastic 
year, gunna miss all those that leave, but there is going to be many 
super happy fun times ahead. 
Your wild E4th kid 
-by Lachlan Stephenson 
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ANGIE 
Instead of  wallowing in  the depressing procrastination for  my 
speech assignment, I decided to actually get down to writing this 
very personal article for Kanyana. Well I fessed up, since the 
beginning of this year till now, I 've been to, at best, half of the 
many IH 's events . So it was a, I should say, pleasant surprise 
to see a letter under my door asking for my few cents worth 
regarding IH experience. 
Despite my only slightly-more-than-occasional gracing of IH 
events (cut me some slack, at least I 've been to the major ones 
like Soiree and Bandfest and Dancefest and . . .  ) ,  I wouldn 't say 
that I didn 't enjoy college life. In fact, IH life was indeed an 
experience . I mean, not everyone gets to be woken up in the 
middle of the night by some argument between a 1 9  year old 
birthday boy and some random cab driver (ahhh . . .  sweet revenge 
for the nasty tower reports) .  And somewhere along the same line, laughing at while taking care of lovely 
neighbours who insist on drinking hot tea and sleeping on the corridor in their drunken stupor. It is also 
interesting to note, in a year in IH, I 've had heard more fire alarms than I ever did in my entire life, possibly 
due to the abundance of lovely neighbours . 
Frivolities aside, the one major event that I personally enjoyed the most was Soiree. From the preparation 
of food to post-Soiree cleaning up, it felt as if the entire college was working together. Despite it being the 
examination period, there were always people staying up in the dining hall either making cheese sticks/ 
porkbuns/springrolls or painting banners and posters . Honestly, during this preparation period, I 've met 
people I never knew existed in IH. There just seems to be something for everyone to participate in and 
have fun. Besides, what can beat delicious and authentic springrolls, samosas, bulgogi, funnel cakes AND 
cheap beers at the end of the day? As much as one can tell my 
inclination towards food, there 's more to Soiree than that. IH 
was almost like an international village ; kawaii Japanese girls 
in yukatas, sizzling hot Bollywood dancers, flag girls and did 
someone mention coloured naked chefs? The world seems to be 
a nicer place already :p 
It ' ll take 80 days and maybe 8 million dollars to travel 
around the world. But in IH, the world comes to you. Okay 
exaggeration, I know. But seriously, I 'm pretty sure we have 
all made friends from different parts of the world -my cutest 
Japanese jogging buddy, the desert-loving Spanish neighbour, the 
chirpy Tsingdao pharmacist, the smart Aussie engineer 
(whom I secretly suspect has a thing for Korean girls) . . .  Staying 
in IH provides such a platform to learn more about the different 
cultures, languages and ways of life. Plus it 
is always an added bonus for those of us who have particular 
preferences for certain nationalities when it comes to finding a 
soulmate . *coughs*Korea*coughs* 
At the risk of being labelled emotional/girly/soppy, I still got to admit, the one greatest thing that I've gained 
in my stay in IH is the wonderful friends I've made . It is always nice to know that your friends are never 
more than a doorstep away. Be it borrowing (and never returning) coins for laundry, late night suppers of 
mee gorengs and sunny side ups, snuggling up warm and cosy in winterish movie marathon nights, or simply 
having utterly senseless empty chats; they are always there . Besides, they probably have seen, laughed and 
helped you through your most un-glam moments; say a bad rash, a fashion disaster (think blue cloud-print 
tshirt with red shorts) ,  or an embarrassing limp from a basketball sprain. They just make bad things seem 
nice and nice things, even nicer. 
So is my stay in IH a good one? Definitely. 
- by Angelina Tan 
MICHELLE 
College life. One word: interesting. I came to college fresh out of , 
school, still looking like a 1 5  year old (I was 1 8  luckily) . My first 
night here and my first ever college party was a bit slow until I came 
across a lovely drink known as goon. Being the lightweight I am, I 
was drunk and spewing within 2 and a Yz glasses.  A great introduction
of things to come. After that, most parties were a blur after blur (Ed: 
Yay ! )  With some men (or boys more likely) thrown in for good 
measure . But I guess my most memorable time at college was my 
second year Shagfest. After befriending this year's president's best 
friend from high school (if that makes sense) I attempted to seduce 
him at Shagfest. The wife-beater wearing, goatee-faced bogan 
from NSW ended up being a good catch, apart from the fact that 
he chipped my tooth while we were making out. It will sure be an 
interesting story to tell the kids : "See, there's mammy and daddy 
covered in baby oil, chocolate syrup and whipped cream and making 
out like there's no tomorrow." It shows you that you just have to grab 
the opportunity by the balls, because sometimes it wants you to . I had a fantastic time at college and it is an 
experience I will never forget. If I can remember it in the first place, that is .  Thanks to everyone who made 
it so amazing. 
And now, my attempt to be witty and possibly funny: 
Top 5 ways to spot a college student on campus:  
1 .  Wears no shoes to class .  
2 .  Carries no books to class (might have a pen) . 
3 .  Can be seen eating toast around campus. 
4 .  Can be seen walking around with a mug. 
5 . And lastly, looks like they just rolled out of bed. Because they did.
-by Michelle Ferreira 
THE LEGEND OF MIKE AND 
JACK: SPACE COWBOYS 
In the 'mountain ' town of Brisbane where friends and foes unite, 
a tale of love has unfolded its wings. Set in the intimate scene 
of International House our main characters found each other 
in a blast of lightning. An introduction is in order; both are 
inhabitants of the infamous F-tower and they tum to each other 
for life long joy and comfort in cold and lonely nights . Mike 
Jack, the bigger fish of the two, currently rests his head on F­
tower 's fifth floor, and Jack, the tinier of the two, occupies the 
other half of the floor of l D ve . Always side by side, the dream
team has gone through good times and bad times .  
Our cowboy couple has been on many adventures accompanied by 
their trusty horse of steel, Giulia. 
Giulia has taken them to places, 
never explored before . . .  The 
peaceful serenity of Queen 
Sacha's domain has been turned 
to chaos by birthday bashes .  
Imagine coming home from a trip to the macadamia nut farm with 
Backpack Sally and finding your room covered with cups of water or 
a naked little boy with porn. It is never a dull moment on fifth floor 
and our brave cowboys have been kept busy over the past semesters . 
When on occasion the cold steel of Giulia gets replaced with the cold 
tin of a beer can, our cowboys tend to unleash the fire inside them. C-c-cuddling on fifth floor is nothing 
unusual and their midnight activities have on occasion alarmed their friends and 'partners ' .  Not only the 
extensive canoodling is exhausting, also the elaborate lies. Poor Backpack Sally and Magnificent Mon . . .  if 
only they knew . . .  But things are about to take a tum on F-fifth, now that their secret is out, and they have 
emerged from the confines of their closet. Their many nocturnal 
escapades, involving water melons, fire extinguishers and carpet 
wrestling, have left our cowboys scarred for life. After two beautiful 
years our cowboys feel confident enough to leave their safe nest and 
move out and conquer the big world. Kangaroos, dropbears, bulls or 
little girls won't stop 
them . . .  will you? 
The beauty and the 
beast? 
-by Anouk and Kim 
ERIKA 
Hi ,  everyone ! !
I am Erika, a resident in IH from this semester (semester
2, 2006) . l have been in IH for only three months, but
had a lot of interesting and crazy experiences so far. 
The picture in the left was taken in Soiree.  At that time, 
I had been in IH for only a month, and this event meant 
a lot for me . I got to know how international IH actually 
is ! !  
I At Soiree, I was on the stage for a fashion show. In this
fashion show, people from various countries showed 
off their traditional costumes .  I was wearing a yukata, 
a Japanese costume (the middle in the picture ! ! ) ,  and , , so was Naoki in the right (a male version of yukata) . 
Sinsin (from Hong Kong) in the left was wearing her 
.. China dress .
"' 
· :·-.�, And then, it comes to drinking . . .";�J I have proved to be one of the weakest drinkers in IH.
·  As you can see from the pictures, every time there 's a 
party, or some sort of drinking, I totally pass out. 
Sayaka: Erika is really weak ! ! She 's the weakest 
person I 've met, but I 'm sure she ' ll become a better 
drinker with all the TH parties =) 
Daniel J: Erika when tipsy (drunk) gets the Asian 
glow really fast ! She begins to stare off into space 
and sometimes she needs to be reminded to blink her 
eyes� 
-by Erika Yoshida 
Our year started off with the ICC swimming 
carnival, which saw all our competitors do 
their college proud, bringing in a handful 
of medals whilst our supporters cheered 
on. 
IH Sport 2006 
FULL BLUES HALF BLUES 
Our teams saw the full range of fortune 's 
spectrum. The girls ' touchrugbyparticularly 
enjoyed getting up at 6 in the morning 
to train (Ed: in those delightful shorts ! ) , 
whilst the Mens ' Hockey Team desperately 
learned how to play their discipline whilst 
chasing shadows in the beating sun. We 
did score a goal, for the record. Other 
moments included the colourful support of 
the Netball team, and the stirling effort put 
in by our runners in the Cross Country. 
Megan Kadic 
Alice Beams 
Cassie Turner 
Ann Carroll 
Ian Chan 
Emil Mohan 
Justin Rees 
Sam Haber 
Wing Tang 
Kate Petrie 
Chelsea Russell 
Katie Hawgood 
Christiana Kim 
Sarah Opie 
Mark Cottman­
Fields 
Gurteaj Atwal 
Lachlan Stevenson 
Tim Hawgood 
Samuel Stacey 
The end of first semester saw the departure of our Female Sports Convenor Whitney Dollemore, a wonderfully 
organised and passionate member of the executive. In her stead, Bee Lindsay did an outstanding job, hitting 
the ground running, and fitting in immediately to the task at hand. 
Second semester saw the excellent performances by all in the mens and womens soccer teams, with memorable 
results and performances throughout the season. 
For many, the highlight of the second semester was the mens basketball team, which produced spirited and 
pacey performances to give IH an excellent placement amongst the lofty status quo, including a victory 
against ' those dirty jab bas ' .  
Overall, the year has seen I H  progress competitively in various sports across the board. More importantly, 
we remain a college who values playing and enjoying the game above all else, enj oying the comradeship and 
brotherhood through playing sports we 've never attempted before, and would never dream of waking up at 
7 AM, in the throes of a god-awful hangover and completely poop-faced, to get out there and represent our 
college . Idealism never tasted this sweet. 
Supporter of the Year 
James Kennedy 
Sportswoman of the Year 
Ann Carroll 
Sportsman of the Year 
Ian Chan 
Academic Awards 2006 
GPA OF 6 OR ABOVE 
Leigh Ann Ackland Sabori Kamiya 
Elisa Arumugam James Kennedy 
Steven Ashburn Peter Kilby 
Emily Brooks Li Young Kim 
Amanda Buckles Min Dee Lee 
Shu-Yuan Chang Shupei Liang 
Monique Chang Rebecca Lindsay 
Hoi Kui Cheung Kexin Low 
N eha Chhatbar Olof Mangusdottir 
Mi Ri Choi Jessica Mapp 
Platon Choptiany Akiko Okudaira 
Shiao Yun Chow Daniel Oberg 
Mark Cottman-Fields Neil Patterson 
Nerida Davis Nason Pue 
Maja Doma Xin Yi Seak 
Martina Dwi Mustika Christina Stenstrom 
James Flynn Shamini Subramaniam 
Samantha Groenetyn Piyanut Sangpattarachai 
Samuel Haber Giri Subramaniam 
Miki Hamada Issac Suh 
Timothy Hawgood Yong Meng Tan 
Katie Hawgood Angeline Tan 
Weijing Ji Amy Tan 
Daniel Joo Victoria Toal 
Claire J organsen Cassie Turner 
Megan Kadic Anthony Yuen 
Academic Achievement 
Undergraduate 2006 
Anthony Yuen 
Academic Peer Support Award 2006 
Piyanut Sangpattarachai 
Academic Achievement 
Postgraduate 2006 
Nerida Davis 
MASAFUYU 
Among the things I have gone though at IH, Shagfest was the 
most memorable for me . The reason is that I did many stupid 
things on the day of Shagfest. I guess some people already 
know about this, though. 
On that day, I was already drunk before Shagfest because I 
had more than ten shots of Smirnoff in Allan 's room which 
is G 1 1 0 . Then I went to the Ivor Cribb. At that time, I was 
really drunk, so I really do not remember exactly what I was 
doing there . The only thing I remember is that I did a sexual 
dance, which is like a pretense of sex, with a very fat lady. 
The room was so dark that I did not know she was so fat, 
but some of my friends told me she was like a mass of meat. 
Also, I don't remember who she was . I hope that lady is not 
living in IH and will not read this .  
When people started to kiss each other, I went out of there for some reason (I didn't  kiss anyone .  S * *t !  ! ! But 
it was good I didn 't kiss any guys . .  ). I was running about many different places in IH. I sometimes crashed 
against walls, and some of my friends tried to stop me, but I ran away. 
Then I started to hang around in G tower to find some moist girls after I took a I ittle bit of nap in my room,
and the most terrible thing happened there ! !  I remember I stayed in Maja 's room for a while because her 
room was open, and Sasha was taking a piss in Maja's  toilet. After I played volleyball alone a little bit out of 
Maja 's room, I went to the G common room on the 2nd floor with a friend of mine, Yang. I don 't know why 
we went there . He told me we were looking for a clock. Then we began to search the room. However, we 
couldn 't find any since there is no clock in the G 2nd common room. According to Yang, I went out to the 
balcony, got over the fence, and suddenly jumped onto a tree from the balcony ! ! I only remember that I was 
hugging the tree being half naked (Because I took off my shirt at Shagfest, and put it in my brief. But I lost 
it ! ! It seems like someone stole it from my brief. Yang or . .  maybe Terence . Either of them must be enjoying 
its smell every night.) I cannot remember why I jumped. Yang says I was saying, "Where is the clock?'' , so 
maybe I was trying to find a clock at the top of the tree. Therefore, I wanted to climb up the tree, but I was 
drunk and did not have enough strength, so I couldn 't go up. Also, 
I couldn 't even go back to the balcony, so finally, I fell down to the 
ground. When I was falling, I scratched my body against the tree 
and got injured because I was not wearing any shirt. It was so dark 
I really couldn 't see anything around me, but Yang told me to go 
toward the dining hall, so I could somehow get out of there . 
After that, I got completely drunk, so I don't remember anything 
I did. I heard after I got out of the trouble, I went to the G 2nd 
common room, went out to the balcony and tried to jump onto a 
tree again. I really don't remember, but apparently some of my 
friends stopped me successfully. Thanks, Yang and Asanka . . .  
The next morning I found a lot of injuries on my body . . .  
Since I came to Australia, it 's been about eight months. I 've 
experienced many kinds of things .  Australia taught me that trees 
are not the thing to jump onto, but it's still fun. -
by Masafuyu Tanaka 
XIAO YUN 
So how'd  I describe my 1 year IH life in one full page? Well, for somebody like 
me who did not participate in any major events "actively", prepare yourself for 
the utmost boredom for the coming next few hundreds words . 
College life was very different for me back in Malaysia. I stayed in a residential 
college which has the strictest curfew, no party allowed and constant studying 
was the norm. When I first came to IH, to say that I did experienced my fair share 
of culture shock is definitely not surprising. It was certainly an eye opener for me 
when I first experienced the attack of weird noise at nights and the witnessing 
of constant partner changing of my former neighbor. Nevertheless, it was fun to 
have all those sizzling gossips entertaining my college life. 
Being not involved in almost half of the major events was indeed some regretful 
decisions of mine (Is that why I get that lovely letter from the Toms? O _ O) . Having
Soiree and Bandfest as the only very few events that I went to, which I thoroughly enjoyed, I must 
say that they were one of those hell raising, barn-burning, kickass [insert synonym here] experiences 
that I had. From soiree preparations, stall set-ups, to the event itself, many hands were there to help, 
and being able to help in food preparation was a great experience for me . It really felt like having 
oneself being surrounded by one big family, and everybody was there, willingly, to have their effort 
shared. Of course, occasional cases of being a glutton and gobbling up food (springroll filling . . . .
sweetness ! )  during the preparation was filling . . . . err, no, fun too .  
Staying in IH has been an interesting experience, be i t  good or bad. The first few months were 
tortuous, I remember having severe homesickness and kept wanting to get a "taste" of something like 
home, SADLY the food definitely does not help to ease the mind/pain. Yet, during this one whole 
year of staying in IH, changes have been adapted and college 
life in IH spells fun for me . IH is the synonym of endless 
partying, fun and MORE fun. Being not much of a drinker, 
and I had my first drunk experience in IH, embarrassed 
myself too many times for shouting some random guys ' name 
like some highly sexed mad woman but it is definitely one of 
those fond memories that I 'd  probably laugh my ass off at 
some time later. 
And, this is not all . Staying in IH has given me the opportunity 
to meet new people from different country and the friendships 
that I gained are definitely something that I treasure . From the 
oh-so-funny Japanese girl to the mahjong freaks, and not to 
be omitted the HOT girls from Nanyang Straits , I feel blessed 
to have them as my companions and friends for almost a year. 
It 's  been a great year for me, here in IH and I 'd  definitely 
come back for more . -by Xiao Yun 
TAMIL 
International House . . . . . . . . .  what can I say? It 's full of fun, cheery, 
helpful, kind people. Who the *&#$@ am I kidding? You will never 
ever find a place housing the most filthiest, vilest, swearing, spewing, 
hormone raging, cross dressing, binge drinking, pot smoking, in­
breeding mofos all living under the same roof . . .  except in International 
House. Even the Kanyana Convenors fall under one of these 
groups . . . . you disgusting rats. I will take that silver shoe from your 
hands Baldwin . . .  .I WILL. When I first arrived here to International 
House from Singapore, I thought that white people here were more 
civilized and nice and all that stuff that you see on TV. It took me 
all of 0-week to realize that what you see on TV is a whole load of 
bull .  People spewing on each other, boys touching each other . . . . .  . it 
felt like I was Neverland. Yeah sure, there were the few exceptions . . .  
those who didn't come out of their rooms and studied all semester 
long. But seriously, who gives a rat 's ass bout them? They fall under 
the same group as the skid marks you leave on your friend's toilet 
bowl . Not that 1 wasn't part of any group mentioned above . . .  . I  think
I have been in each group at least once. Hell I even won the Best 
Couple Award during the Steve and Janet Awards.  Unfortunately, my 
partner was an overgrown monkey from India. I knew then that it had 
to end somewhere . After my first semester here, I decided enough was 
enough and decided to move to a quieter part of town . . . . . .  but noooooooo . . . . .I would not be safe . . .  even there . 
Never have I had the inconvenience of putting up with a Fresh-Off-The-Container-From-China specimen who 
was to become my neighbor. Never had my privacy 
been invaded on so many occasions . . .  that included 
me being naked in room. And never have I had to 
hurl so much of racial abuse at one single person 
in a single day. But I did have my moments, where 
I let my neighbour meet a dear friend of mine, at 
whom he shrieked everytime I introduced them in 
the shower. If that wasn't bad enough, I had to meet 
an equally sex-charged boy from Singapore who 
enjoyed touching me more often than his girlfriend. 
Tums out, we had lots of things in common and 
that included cross-dressing and touching other 
insecure boys, namely Emil and Sid. We even won 
Best Dirty Dancing competition during the 0-week 
of 2006 . we would have gone on to win the coveted 
silver shoe during Switch Party, if it wasn't for a 
certain Kanyana Cockvenor . . . 1  meant Convenor . .
dressed in a casino bunny girl costume (Ed: it is 
true that my milkshake brings all  the shoes to the 
yard.)  
All  you freshies out there, a piece of advice. If  you 
want to study, you're better off living in the gutter 
beside uni . If you want to party and copulate lots, 
WELCOME TO INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. 
-by Tamil Selvarajah 
GIRi 
The clock i s  ticking down. l have less than 48 hours to
go to finish my 1 2000 word thesis, and I am not even 
halfway through it yet. But the voice of Tom keeps echoing in 
my head - "Kanyana artic les are due by midnight tonight and 
you will suffer if you don 't hand them in" . What? As if l am not 
suffering enough already ! Regardless l am tempted to treat his 
words with contempt and proceed with my thesis . However the 
angel pops up on my right shoulder and brings me back to 2004.  
Around the same time that year, I was in the same shoes as the 
two Toms, having been elected as Kanyana editor myself. Those 
were tough times, having to hound and nag people to submit 
articles so that I could get the yearbook out on time . Fast-for­
ward to 2006 . Keeping my own traumatic experience in mind, I 
decide to shower mercy upon these unfortunate souls .  But what 
do I write about? The only words that keep coming to mind 
are freedom of the press, authoritarian, politics, media, and any­
thing along those lines .  My personal IH experience? At the mo­
ment talking about it seems as impossible as Nii Lantey 's claim 
to being Scottish or any suggestions that Nick Posada might 
be a virgin. Nevertheless, to triumph in the face of such adversity is the mark of a real man. And, I, despite 
contrary accounts from those close to me, am a real man. 
2006 was a good year for me, although it never reached the highs of my previous 2 years in college. Boat­
Cruise never fails me and this year was no different. It was the only time this year I vomited, but I insist 
that has to do more with the choppy waters than the alcohol consumed. More importantly, it was yet another 
encounter with the third kind for me . Third, in this aspect, refers to those who swing the other way. Despite 
the abundance of good-looking girls in TH, the only action I saw that night was the forced groping of male 
genitalia; details be spared. Perhaps this incident was inspired by my antics during Variety Night, when I en­
gaged in some shockingly suggestive dancing with Tamil .  The dance steamed up the entire night and raised, 
along with other body parts, eyebrows . Being scantily clad in satin boxers and a tight singlet and gyrating 
wildly in front of so many bewildered students to the tune of The Pussycat Dolls, could never be any more 
fun. Ahh, I could have danced all night . . .  
Oh my god ! This sucks ! Instead of being able to boast about my exploits with girls, everything I write about 
bears homosexual overtones. The last thing I need is for people to remember me, in my final year at IH, as 
a "gay, brown man". IH already has Tamil to fulfill that role;  there is no need for me to jump onto the band­
wagon. It is sufficient that Rosanne (Penis) and Wendy (Shnipples) have already distorted my name and 
christened me "QUEERY". It is perhaps time for me to stop. 
In a nutshell ,  2006 has been an awesome year although I wish I had partied and got drunk more (I 'm sure that 
alcoholic Charu would agree). l will remember everyone I met this year fondly and I am certainly going to
miss this place when I go back home at the end of the year. But this is not the time or place for mushy fare­
wells .  There are far more important things to be achieved like completing a make-or-break thesis .  I love you, 
you love me, everything is fine and dandy, let me take you to the candy . . . . shop . What? Are you expecting a 
poem now? Do I look like Ulric to you? Go Away ! Peace, Out. 
-by Giri Subramaniam 
BABYFACE 
Where to start . . .  2006 was without a doubt one of 
the busiest and most successful year at International 
House. Financially the Student Club did extremely 
well, with record profits at Bandfest and coming 
very close to breaking even in Soiree. With a 
total of $ 1 2 ,300 .00 in profits the club has decide 
to contribute $ 1 0,000.00 to the improvement and 
refurbishment of the Games Room and Shop . The 
administration will also contribute a large amount 
to the Games Room, and hopefully by the time we 
all return the building and changes will have been 
completed. 
Other committees with large budgets also performed 
outstandingly well : keeping within the budget was 
not taken lightly and everybody complied. For 
instance, the o-week, cultural and sports committees 
stayed in the limits of the budget and still managed to achieve their goals .  Ultimately, this year was well 
balanced between work and play. 
If anybody is still reading I would like to straighten some facts. We all know why I got Shagfest King and 
it has come to my attention that the rumours have gotten out of hand and should not be recorded in the 
Kanyana. Though, I am willing to state the real story : I walked up to the person in question, tried to pass ice 
(WITHOUT GETTING PHYSICAL ! ! ! ! !  I CANNOT STRESS THIS ENOUGH), the person said no and I 
walked away, as simple as that. The one good thing that has evolved from the whole situation is that my fan 
club has grown throughout the other colleges (they mostly just 
mock me) . But hey, thanks to your rumours everybody knows 
the ice-passing Johnny Warren. 
There are other rumours that also need clarification. The latest 
one would have to be Cam's leg. It was as much his fault as it 
was mine ! He insisted on pushing the shopping trolley back 
form R.E . ,  while 1 protested and warned him about the dangers . 
should probably add that we were "slightly" intoxicated, which 
made us think that we are much stronger then what we actually 
are, hence Cam's broken leg. All I can say is :  good times, good 
times, good times, whoop, whoop, whoop ! ! ! !  
would just like to say thanks to everybody for this semester, it 
has been awesome in every way. From partying at the Red Room 
on a Tuesday morning and spooning in the Great Court to exec 
meetings (dinners) in G2 common. I hope all of you that are 
leaving this semester made the most of your time at IH and for 
those returning, well . . . . . . . . . .  we are just gonna have to wait and 
see if you made the most. 
-by Johnny Warren 
BEANIE TOM 
This i s  the story o f  Jazz club or "What's that smell at 1 1  : 3 0pm Wednesday nights?" Presumably equivalent
to Jazz (a) or Whiskey of the genealogies: -- the Parker MS of the Anglo-Sepo-Singo Chronicle has Jazz as 
the son of Scyld (lord of classy behaviour & giggling) . 
Terence proposed the theory that who knew that the 
gathering, must bear a name 'Jazz and Gentlemen's club ' ,  
'hyper corrected '  Jazz Club o f  his exemplar text to Jazz 
Club in anticipation of the hero 's entrance, Andrew Eross .  
Following Terence 's, proposes that the name Jazz Club, 
was found Jazz is derived from the root *Jass ( cf. OE. 
buan) meaning to "smoke and be classy", &c. and he is thus 
identified with the god Ing and thus with Frea (ON. Freyr) 
the god of prosperity. Jazz has also been said to mean 
"barley" (which explains the alcohol consumption) . 
i t 
In any event, it could be that Andrew, Terence and Beanie Tom were a sort of trinity of deities of protection 
and prosperity, later introduced into the Anglo-Sepo-Singo genealogies just as was done with the God Ing. 
Whether Jazz Club knew of this rather shadowy divinity is unknown. 
But I 'm getting ahead of myself; let us start from the beginning. 
One night we don't know when, founding members of 
jazz club, dressed in their robot jackets, visited your 
town. First, they drank and they drank, until their world 
started to spin, they wanted out of this unpleasant ride, 
but were not permitted until it had stopped, before that 
time of course they were physical i l l .  
One of the founding members of j azz club (Terence) 
was enjoying his j azz at 3am when another founding 
member (naked at the time) passed out and proceeding 
to loudly empty the content of his stomach (Beanie 
Tom) . Bothered by this Terence confronted Tom the 
next day to explain his frustration from the night before 
to find that Tom enjoyed classy jazz as did the third 
and final founding member, Andrew. The first j azz club 
was quite an occasion and as a result it continues to 
this very day. -by Tom Lees 
EMMA 
In my reflection upon 2006, my first year at International House, I struggled (as The_Blur 's Kanyana slave 
humans do), to find a story worthy of your reading on these pages.  Possibly a collection of strange anecdotes, 
about misplacing the key to my chastity belt, the stories behind my various semi-sticking nicknames, or all 
the gossip I have accumulated within the regions of my brain that store bad song lyrics, could be interesting 
to share . 
Though I am sure, that indulging you with stories such as these would best equip you all with fantastic things 
to bring up in many a year whilst reflecting in melancholy on the last 1 0  months together, I think I may have 
something to better entertain you. 
Something that, since its introduction to my life, has followed me around in one way or another, influenced 
my social standing and interactions, and changed the dynamic of my existence (to be melodramatic . )  I am 
going to share with you, on this page and a bit, the journey that one nerdy, over achieving ex-school captain 
and youth mayor underwent, to create something 
that shook the walls and eardrums of IH this 
year- the story of my triple orgasm. 
My vocal ability, endurance and shame 
tolerance were put to their ultimate test this 
year with my casting in IH 's One Act Play 
entrant "LovePuke", as Louise, the overzealous, 
screaming nymphomaniac who puts the G4th rep 
to shame. I guess in a way it was quite ironic 
being cast in that role when my audition piece 
was by Eve Ensler, the controversial writer of the 
"Vagina Monologues" who gave the pride back 
to the "C" word. Excited and worried, I began 
work trying to create the vixen that appeared 
onstage. Observing scantly clad bottle blondes 
at Fridays, watching Basic Instinct and When 
Harry Met Sally and keeping my ears open for 
any unusual sounds around college were some of 
the tasks enlisted to me. 
During rehearsals I was immediately put at ease 
by the fact that once we reached "that scene", 
the entire cast intently listen each attempt, 
providing in between heaved laughter, pointers 
on my progression. Most notably, both the lovely 
Nats, in particular Malawi, would express their 
discontent with my emphasis, always asking for 
"MORE MORE MORE". 
This encouragement lead me to in a way, use myself as a Louise ' lab rat ' in many social situations . An 
example of this, notably, was Shagfest, which encouraged me to embrace the Louise (or slut) within; making 
out with many a person (hi to all those I remember and those I don't) and winning a wonderful competition 
that involved whipped cream, The_Blur (Ed: and my crotch ! ) , and chocolate sauce whose smell refused to 
leave my hair. 
So after many long hours of research and practice testing the range and longevity of my vocal cords, 
whilst trying to believably straddle a chair, it came time to put the play to the test. I had the pleasure of 
being Louise in front of a live audience, no less than 4 times, and apparently I did it so well that my close
friends questioned their allegiance because I was "such a slut" and even lead to as I later found out, to a few
personal acquaintances being questioned as to whether Louise . .  . I  mean Emma . . .  really does sound like that 
when the mood takes her. 
Friends, Family, Flames old and new, Fellow Collegians and Heads of House 
were able to witness me in all my glory. At the actual competition I was lucky 
enough to receive a round of applause for my efforts, and was also recently 
awarded with the chance to scream again for IH both at Ladies Night and at 
the AGM (which also saw me get numerous sexual offers) . 
So why, I am sure you are wondering, the hell did this crazy girl share this 
story. Well, in all seriousness, it's my way of showing that the only person 
who will ever stand in your way is yourself (and maybe some security guards) . 
College is the place to experience lihfe to the fullest, enjoy yourself, and not 
worry about what other will think of you if you are yourself, or see reason 
to take yourself to your limits. Because if you can make a fool of yourself, 
but have fun whilst you do it, then nothing should stand in your way. So my 
fellow collegians, I hope you enjoy the embarrassing pies that are no doubt 
to be put here by our glorious Kanyana editors, best of luck to all who are moving on to bigger and better 
things, and to everyone, always remember, the only things you regret are the things you didn't  do . . .  SO 
SCREAM SCREAM SCREAM BABY SCREAM =) 
-by Emma Gibbs 
YUSUKE 
To live in IH as an exchange student is like to stay in the huge backpacker or something for one year. This is 
one of the best times I 've ever had. New people, new cultures, new experiences . . .  it was all good. 
As you probably know, I really like drinking so I started my life in IH with getting drunk at RE and jumped 
into shopping cart with Sam Haber, ended up with terrible hangover next day. 
I am a DJ. Someone call me "DJ Dick" or whatever. I had some opportunities to DJ in IH.  Shagfest was one 
of those nights but I shouldn't have played DJ that night. I should have shagged someone rather than fiddling 
with my laptop . Anyway, it was quite interesting for me to DJ here . Who can have experiences l ike this? 
Playing music for people around the world. It took me for a while to figure out what every one likes and not. 
It 's like Australia is pretty much American and British in terms of club music. I hope I finally did it well . 
Other than IH events, I did a lot of short and long trips with many people. We went to Gold Coast (shaving 
cream night was awesome), Byron Bay, Nimbin, Sunshine Coast (I found those German guys are crazy 
here), 8 days survival camping in Moreton Island and unbelievable adventures in NZ, and so on. Anyway, 
thanks to those who organized and joined these trips .  
I also enjoyed a countless amount of routine drinking in IH. It 's  great because we have over 200 people so 
there should be someone drinking every night somewhere . We could drink as long as we can afford. Jazz 
club was fun. 
I will miss you all . 
Come visit me in Japan, and I will visit you ! 
-by Yusuke Sato 
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So now that I am moving out of IH, there is a certain amount of
reminiscing that has to be done . My first year was a memorable, free 
spirited year that was a great step in me integrating into college. Being a 
LITTLE SISTER, allowed me to be called little Naomi, Naomi or Miffy 
for the first three months, much to my dislike . During this year I was 
also very involved in the social committee, soiree committee and was 
always there supporting and participating in a range of IH activities .  
After coming back to IH as a second year, I learnt the art of preying on 
freshers . Fortunately at the beginning of this year also, I was able to 
give back to IH through my position as social convenor. This position 
bought about many fun times .  During the holidays whilst organizing 
the first pub crawl, I was optimistic that my CO-CONVENOR would 
hopefully assist me. Much to my expectations, I independently did well 
organizing the event and preparing myself for a lone ride throughout the 
year. There was times of great fun, lots of stair falling, running away 
from bouncers at the Vic, not remembering my bar friends begging 
bouncers to not kick me out because he thought I may be just a little 
drunk and getting kicked out of the events I organised every time for 
the first six times I went out for college events. I have to admit there 
was some stressful times AKA Shagfest: there are only so many visitors 
coming next year and one of them will be me. 
Second semester brought on the biggest tackle :  BALL ! I think I 
am also the first convener to officially blow about four times our 
budget on ball (but wasn 't it good ! )  and the only convenor to go on 
the bus returning home without going to kick on. Now as I move 
out there are many things I will miss for example dress up parties 
AKA no more purple sequined Austin powers costumes,  no more 
phone messages "HELLO IH ! THIS IS LYNETTE YOUR SOCIAL 
CONVENOR" in pure nasal ! 
The other important thing I will miss is all the people. Thanks to the 
exec and my committee for all your help . .  Thanks to IH for allowing 
me to meet such great people and for allowing me to meet so many 
people from around the world that are now such wonderful friends. 
To everyone leaving, good luck in all you do . To everyone staying, I 
am going to be the annoying dirty ex-res so see you next year. 
-by Lynette Mossman 
CONRAD 
I was something of an ocasional shop keeper. I stil l  don't 
know how much Chuppa Chups are and have sold them 
at prices between ten and fifty cents depending on my 
mood or my regard for the customer. Despite the seeming 
conflict of interest I have never eaten mi goreng and still 
have the packet from my o-week bag 2005 . Shop was a 
place where the discerning customers buy ginger beer, 
girls sheepshly justify the armful of chocolate they've 
just purchased and anyone can (and did) make off with 
hundreds of dollars if they break the plywood door. But 
mainly shop was a place to keep my pool cue . Some 
G tower residents have got the impression I live in the 
games room and it has got the point where a meaningful 
glance across the dining hall will send Nathan wordlessly 
walking towards the pool table. 
I have lived on the fourth level of F tower for two years 
now. A floor where Nozomi always answered "Ohhh?" 
to Blur 's insistence that everyone should shower together 
and Katie would cover her floors with huge and messy 
architecture projects involving metres of balsa wood. I 
will always fondly recollect dancing with South Africa 
James to lovely lovely Ludwig 's 9th with the amplifer 
maxed out, Natty-0 and the dark shower misunderstanding, having the sudden compulsion to cover Blur in 
talcum powder and dress him like a roman senator and finding out that coles fruit cup containers fit perfectly 
over smoke alarms. A part of me will forever be sitting in the "threshold" with Katie contemplating how to 
find a cute asian with an interest in dota for Blur who is depressed and has "Mr Brightside" on loop behind 
his locked door (Ed: T _ T) . 
The point of living at IH it turns out it is its strategic location, close to the sandstone buildings we are required 
to sleep in now and again. Studying engineering has provided me with some rewarding experiences like 
when Emil and I learnt the entire MATH2000 content from scratch in a 24 hour period. We both passed, 
by a respectable margin. What I learnt mostly was about the people at IH. That Pearl is on the verge of dying 
every few weeks yet still manages to drink, swear and shoot like Hemmingway. Ninle has the uncanny ability 
to casually remove a piece of your clothing while talking to you and make it seem like the most normal thing 
in the world. Bill eats IH food like he lives here and most people believe he does .  I learnt the happy way that 
if one values their single status, beautiful well spoken englishwomen are best avoided. 
Thankyou to everyone for my time here . I write this with the sincerity that only being awake at 5am can 
bring. I will miss living at International house. The friends I have made here are among the best I have ever 
had. My only hopes are to see many of you in times to come and that others may enjoy international house 
as I have. 
-by Conrad "Light of Blur 's Life" Ohnuki 
(Ed: I will admit that I may have interfered with Conrad's name slightly) 






TIARA SHAFIQ
Originally, when asked to write something for Kanyana, I 
put it off- procrastinating ' til the very last minute . The day 
before everything was due, I was still short of ideas . Some 
friends (well, one, and you know who you are) prodded 
me with random ideas, and what was initially a set of silly 
stories (one involving IH being the cover for a mental 
institution . . .  don't ask) turned into the beginnings of quite 
an interesting story set at IH, about some very interesting 
people. 1 OOO+ words later, only half the story is done, only
a third of my assignment is done (barely cracking 600, go 
figure) ,  and I 'm feeling not so well after a bad choice of 
beverage. (Butter and tea do not go well together, I assure 
you.) I return to my room and hear a message from your 
esteemed editor that only a page is required . . .  oh now you 
tell me. So here 's that page. 
Being at International House was really an act of serendipity. 
Being an enthusiast of exchange programs (and having just 
returned from one of my own recently), I was a member 
of the "fOreignexchange" Livejournal community, which 
had another IHer as a member. Said IHer - she knows who 
she is and I ' ll let her out herself - used to put up her comics about the exchange experience .  I befriended 
her, and learnt about IH through her. The concept of IH sounded interesting: my exchange program (through 
a program called Up With People) involved touring around the world with people from many different 
countries, and I generally thrived in highly multicultural atmospheres anyway. Sounds like a great match, 
no? Well, further research led me to one thing that was make-or-break for me : Shagfest. 
I 'm no prude. I probably have the dirtiest mind of anyone I know (Ed: Tiara should spend more time on DC 
>;D) But reading the biog entry of the supposed founder of Shagfest rather terrified me; sex isn't  really my 
thing, and the whole concept just sounded so . .  . icky. So strange. So completely not me. I started to worry if 
this was representative of IH - would I face peer pressure? I don't drink (can't stand the taste) and I 'm not 
much of a partier (I go out occasionally, but I find other things fun) - will I be ostracized? My old university 
was the biggest party school in the country, and I coped; could I cope now? I was shifting between "Go" and 
"Run Away For Your Life", and after being persuaded by another IH LJer (you know who you are too,) I sent 
in my application - and got accepted the next day. Oh, what did I get myself into. 
Coming to Australia from Malaysia and trying to settle into a new environment was quite tough on me for 
the first month. The subjects were harder than I expected - one assignment in particular literally sent me to 
counseling and nearly made me question my degree. I was also feeling rather lonely; while I was befriending 
people in IH (rather rapidly too) , and I had a group of close friends at uni, I had yet to find people I was truly 
close and accessible to . I kept myself busy with plenty of other things, and generally I was OK (it was far 
better than home anyway), but the first month was tough with the adjustment and culture shock, and I was 
starting to wonder if l was truly meant to be here . 
Then the Ball happened. My first Ball (never really had the opportunity before), my first time in a while of 
actually putting some thought into an outfit, my first time in something this supremely formal . I wasn't really 
sure what to expect, and for a moment those "argh-did-1-make-the-right-choice" j itters came by again, but as 
soon as we all walked up to the hall at the XXXX brewery, things started to make a turnaround. I had fun, 
I got to see everyone all dressed up and gorgeous, I danced and moved and chatted . . .  and I also found love . 
For the first time. Weird at the time (hey, I did say 'first ' ) ,  but completely glorious .  
Things gradually got better. Sure, finding someone else to offload your concerns on and get compassion in 
return definitely helps a ton. (It definitely solved the loneliness issue) . I also found a few others to be close 
to, which was excellent. But around that time, I also got a better handle on Brisbane life. The assignments 
didn't look quite as daunting - they were still massive and I still have no love for them, but at least I had a 
clearer idea of what 's expected. I got more involved in IH activities - started out with Soiree soon after I 
arrived, then played squash once (I 'm the worst excuse for a player ever) , and took part in DanceFest - SO 
MUCH FUN. Indeed, as I was telling The Boy just before IH went up on stage : "College l ife rocks".  
Getting scared one Saturday afternoon and finding a friend calm enough to tell you your options and give you 
ideas . Taking photos around college while climbing trees and lying on lawns. Chanting at virgin sacrifices . 
Being told via MSN while in Melbourne that you were granted an award for "representing the spirit of IH", 
partly because you knew how to pronounce Bhoro Khanna correctly for once. (Apparently I still sound 
foreign.)  Restaurant crawls. Having a friend help bring in your laundry for you when the rain comes pouring 
down. Packages from friends far away. Kisses under purple night skies .  Being the most clueless geek in a 
D&D game. Having friends that range from geeks to jokesters to party people to anyone at all . Hanging 
out in other people 's rooms . People hanging out in yours . Cooking a private meal for your sweetheart. 
Randomness, fun, silliness .  
College life indeed rocks . And maybe Shagfest won't scare me as much next semester. 
-by Tiara Shafiq 
AMIT THE TIT 
Once upon a time there lived a girl . She was a small girl . Smaller than most other girls .  The girl had one 
defining feature in the form of her unusually large mammary glands that were commonly known as 'mits ' .  
She lived in a room, a room full ohoys and sugar and all o f  the fun things in life. Now she was a bored girl 
who liked to be entertained by many interesting objects and people and she would entice people to come 
visit her room with food. Exciting food such as j ellybeans and chips and Philadelphia cheese (and ' sexy' 
cake) . The people would always come to visit the girl and play in her brilliant room. They would often be 
mean to the girl and throw squishy flashing balls at her (or any balls in general) . Apparently this amused 
them. As did many other objects such as a trolley and numerous stolen goods . Hours of fun were spent with 
Drew the Banana and Ballsy the Duck. 
S ix Balls . One duck . . .  
Giant balls always played a large role in the girl 's life. 
One particularly large red one would often provide many 
interesting positions, mostly leading to injuries and bruises 
(and unexpected flashes of underwear) . The main visitors to 
the girl 's room included the girl 's somewhat odd friend who 
' doesn 't even go here ' and the girl who knows everything 
about life along with the hamster boy who made up the 
inseparable duo who would spend hours wasting time with 
the girl . Then there was the most annoying boy in the world 
who would spend crazy adventurous hours of the n ight with the girl .  There were many other visitors including 
the giant girl (and her friend) who didn't like feet but I iked vis iting other th ings (I  ike fish),  the chain-smoking
bass-playing emo banana from upstairs and the "responsible" slurry that would journey to visit the girl from 
the faraway land that she ruled. 
The girl also had a love for balloons (unlike some of her crazy 
friends who found balloons "scary"), which entertained her 
and her legal guardians. She in fact had two legal guardians 
over the course of the year. The first, the 'gay British father 
she never had' loved life and goon and spooning and green 
goblins and Rage late at night and gossiping and most of all 
laughing. His laugh in fact along with the girl 's were always 
very distinct and heard by all. This often brought out both 
the best and worst in people. The best people who would 
come join and have fun laughing at educational shows such 
as 'Look around you' and the worst in the scary people (and 
neighbours) who did not like all the noise the girl and her 
friends made in her room. 
Her legal guardian had a strange method of disciplining the girl (in the form of squeezing oranges in her face) . 
This would occur when the girl 's laughter or speech was particularly high pitched, which her legal guardian 
claimed only dogs or species with canine blood could understand. This would especially be mentioned at 
dinner time when the girl would get excited while telling her brilliant stories of her excitingly adventurous 
days (the girl liked adventures especially to the Ville, the new Ville and even more frequently Maccas .)  
One day though, her gay British guardian was forced to leave her in the hands of a second legal guardian. 
Now the girl 's second legal guardian, a scuba diver, was similar to his predecessor in that he also shared a 
love of goon and laughter. The girl learnt many useful things from her scuba diving guardian, including the 
importance of Scrubs, chips and philly and a love for gossip. 
He would often bring his goon drinking friends into her room to make a mess and pass out on her bed (in fact 
at least 20 did) . The eating and drinking in her room became quite common and the girl became an excellent 
cleaner. Although sometimes she got lazy and the cleaners would not help her clean her room. In fact the girl 
was like CatFrog, the best suckerfish in the world that ruled all other fish. 
Now, because the girl was so small and perhaps not mature enough to leave her room, she was not allowed 
to join the others on their crazy night adventures .  However each time they came back they were compelled 
to come visit her late at night even though it was well past her bedtime. During these visits the girl would 
gain much knowledge about not only life, but her friends ' lives .  Even more entertainment would come 
from watching who would walk up the stairs past her room or down the next morning, making her a very 
knowledgeable girl . So knowledgeable in fact that it is surprising that the girl did not one day explode. That 
would have made the best story ever, even better than this one . 
-by Amit (the Tit) 
BEC 
This year has been a big year for International House female sports with some of the best results that have 
been seen for a long time and have resulted in the IH girls being the victors of our hill in a number of sports . 
Our college isn 't famous for our success in the sporting field but this year we challenged this reputation and 
the participation was amazing with so many people just getting and "having a go", which I am eternally 
grateful for as it made my job so much easier and ensured that IH was represented which I feel is one of the 
most important things .  So girls even though I was only sports convenor for the 2nd semester I would like to 
say a huge thank you for a great year and all your help and participation. 
Netball 
This was one of the first sports for the year and proved to be interesting as a number of those who played had 
never played before and some had never seen a game played. It was great to see that even though in the first 
few games we were a little rough around the edges the girls gave it their best and continued to train which 
resulted in us winning against 2 teams and placed us in 7th in the ICC competition putting Cromwell below 
us. 
Swimming 
Again the mighty housies were not placed last in the competition. This was not because we had the best 
swimmers on the night but because we had people willing to have a go and represent. I wasn't convenor at 
this time so can't give a lot of details but know that in the big scheme of things we placed 7th leaving Union 
in last place. 
Volleyball 
Volleyball and netball were both played on the same night and the girls had up to 3 games of volleyball a 
night then they would race over to the netball courts to play as well. This showed the true Housie attitude 
and demonstrated the dedication of these girls to our great college. Volleyball was one of the girls biggest 
successes this year. Under the watchful eye of Hallie who had them training religiously the girls were able to 
win a number of games and eventually place 4th in the competition leaving Emmanuel, Women's, Duchesne 
and Union to fill in the lower placings. Go Girls .  
Touch Football 
THE FEMALE TEAM OF THE YEAR. Before this year never has IH won a game of female touch football 
and this year under the Ian as coach, not only did we win 1 game - we won 2, drew 1 and were never disgraced 
in any of the games as any team never made it to double figures against us. Maybe this had something to 
do with the 6am training sessions which the girls never failed to attend (wish the same could be said for the 
gentlemen) . This has got to be one of the most improved teams for IH and hopefully we can improve on our 
6th placing next year. Well done girls (Ed: and metro boy.)  
Cross Country 
Again IH proved that we can compete with the best of them. We placed 6th in this event and IH was represented 
well by the girls ,  if not only by their dedication to training. With Mr Warren coaching the girls took quite a 
few long and hard road runs in preparation for the event. Again this is an effort worthy of noting. 
Hockey 
Well . .  . .  What can I say?? This was an interesting experience for all involved. There were only 4 people on the 
team whole had ever played before and this proved to be very interesting but the girls gave it their all and 
although we weren 't overly successful I think the girls had fun and demonstrated the l H  ideals which is as
important as winning and some would argue more important. 
Athletics 
This was when the true Housie was represented. After Leo 's Ball the night before, some of the girls may 
have been worse for wear but they turned up and went really well . We had a number of 3rd and 4th placing 's 
and a memorable 3000m walk by Ann. It was a great day because of the people who came and participated 
even if they usually don 't compete in athletics .  We ended up beating Grace and Cromwell to place 6th in the 
points . 
Basketball 
Again an outstanding effort by the girls .  Kenny was the coach this time and strategically subbed the girls on 
and off resulting in a few wins by the girls and eventuating in us placing 7th in the ICC competition. This 
sport probably received the most interest and for once IH actually had reserves on the side line . At one game 
there was a whole team of reserves on the side line . Well done girls .  
Squash and Tennis 
We had a little trouble finding people to play these sports as they didn't appear to be as popular as the others . 
We didn't have to forfeit all the games and actually went close to winning a few however we were unable to 
beat the other colleges in the ICC point score and finished 8th but at least the girls were there and represented, 
which I thought was a huge effort as most of the games were on a weekend. 
Soccer 
We had so much trouble rounding up enough people to have a full team and I don't think that we ever played 
with reserves on the sideline . The team consisted of different people each week but was highly entertaining. 
We drew very few supporters but almost religiously Platon would be running up and down the sideline 
screaming instructions and encouragement and then handing out oranges at half time . We had a little trouble 
winning but were never slaughtered even though we didn't have a full team. We even managed a couple of 
awesome goals and a win. We beat Duchesne when we had 9 players and they had 1 1  on the field all the time 
and subs on the sideline . This win led to our 7th placing in the competition. 
In closing, I want to thank the girls so much for all their hard work and congratulate them on their success 
this year. -by Bee Lindsay 
(Ed: Defence of the Ancients 
In this, the second year of IH's participation in intercollege dota, the proud men and . . .  well, just the men, of lH 
continued to rock the kasbah. Despite the introduction of new and wildly unbalanced heroes, IH players took 
to newer versions like ducks to water- most notably Ex_ Scapegoat and his fearsome Warlock spam. 2006 saw 
disappointing female participation in this most sacred sport; most disheartening was the early sidelining of 
Crikket due to a chronic graphics card injury. Two of the ladyfolk, babygrace and NikkiJ, briefly attempted to 
grasp the game, soon leaving it to socialise or go outside or something similarly lame . Nevertheless, I have 
faith in the noobs of 2007 ! )  
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THE BLUR' S TOAST TO THE 
WOMEN OF IH 
(first read with much bitterness at Valedictory Dinner) 
When Ann told me I would be making the toast to the ladies of IH, I thought "Perfect, finally a chance to 
call everyone sluts ."  However, mere seconds later I was informed that that path had been walked before, 
and that that particular toast was not received very well . 
Therefore, between playing DotA and stressing about my collegiates 's  startling inability to write 25  words, 
I tried to imagine what I could say to and about the females among them. While this disclaimer is cliche, I 
must stress that I am the least appropriate person to make this toast, having less experience with them than 
all of the gents here and indeed, most of the ladies themselves. 
What can I possibly say about them? From my less than thorough research, I can confidently say that their 
curves can be very nice to look at, and that they almost invariably suck at computer games .  Therefore, 
deploying all the knowledge of the scientific method my arts education had furnished me with, I consulted 
photographic, verbal and anecdotal records of these "ladies . "  
I attempted to  consult men of the IH community who could only be considered experts in  the field, having 
conducted untold hours of hands on study. To my disappointment, a vast majority of them were busy, 
presumably with their hands . Anecdotally, the lecture on ladies I could most vividly recall was that of a 
certain ex-resident. According to this particular scholar, all women are indeed whores .  This tied in well 
with his theory that he was the baddest man on planet IH, and his input into our academic culture is  sorely 
missed. 
Without the Baddest Man to guide my thoughts, I had only the photo archive of my time here to study. What 
I saw there only confirmed my suspicions; the ladies of IH are in fact almost congruous to the gentlemen, 
with only a slightly reduced propensity for wearing skirts . They drink alcohol,  and perhaps show even 
better taste in this regard by tending to avoid the tepid greywater known to many as beer. Certainly, they 
bear people to the floor and forcefully make out with them. They waste just as many student dollars on 
boxed wine. Interestingly, they probably hook up with many more randoms than us on the sly. In fact, in my 
time here I have confidently assessed that the ladies of IH are afflicted with the same awful taste in partners 
as the gents . 
Looking around, I daresay a majority of the girls here have partaken in a hideous, drunken saliva-fest at 
some point. Perhaps they were unable to resist the call of Shagfest 's potent punch, or maybe someone 
worded the invite to a platonic shower just right. Like any shameful drunk, of course, the ladies of IH are 
certainly not above denying their responsibility, falling back on the most popular excuse of all time : it was 
the alcohol. I 'm a nice, decent girl, they will say, but when I drink, I transform into a heartless slurry whose 
appetite for physical stimulation can never be sated. 
I therefore propose a toast to the ladies of IH, to the notable duality of their behaviour, and to their infinite 
capacity for wearing impractical shoes and only sometimes falling down. - Tom Baldwin 
SARAH 
A Tower SR
I am not a nut. I am optimist, which 
is just a nut with a better attitude .  
Ah IH,  2006 . . . . There is nothing new 
I can say here, as everything at IH is 
shared. And I mean everything . . .  The 
meals, the sports, the social scene, the 
seemingly random adventures that 
everyone has in their college life, all 
of them have someone else involved, 
someone else that can tell the story­
Except perhaps for this particular 
story that I am to share with you 
now. And like all good stories, the 
moral is clear. 
And so, in true college myth and legend style, let me tell you a story that few people will know, and even less 
people believe . . .  About the only college hook-up that these people ever had . . .  IH Ball 2006 .
The night of IH Ball loomed. The Senior Residents were seated at the round table at their weekly secret 
meeting. The conversation, was as always, gossip . The SRs began to plot. One of our members was forever 
sensible and sober at IH events. And this they vowed to change at the ball .  Think less fairytale and more a 
mission of corruption. This plan was sketchy to say the least, but one member of the secret society thought it 
to be a good idea, no, a great idea. After all, it was 3 years later and still no dirt had been found, so she decided 
to make some. This had been attempted before, but that is another story for another night children. 
On the night of the ball, the girls swooned, the men sighed, the music rocked and the alcohol flowed freely 
and often. It was many hours of drinking later when the pair alighted on the balcony to whisper sweet 
nothings .  Despite the fact the sweet nothings the handsome man whispered were about another girl ! (Who, 
unfortunately due to the secret code of the society of SRs, will remain unnamed) This did not deter the poor 
lass ;  who was even more determined to create something scandalous for this boy to be remembered by. So 
much more drinking later, and a very public bus ride later, the two stumbled back to college. Sli ghtly more 
stumbling for the poor boy, as the girl described in this tale was a seasoned (albeit closeted) drinker. 
And despite all this, she dropped him at his room and went away. Then realised that this was the one and 
only time this particular lad would be intoxicated enough to remove those pesky inhibitions that had kept 
him squeaky clean this whole time, so went back. This is where the story is no longer suitable for those weak 
of heart, or those that believed the SRs involved to be responsible. So those who believed C2nd to be void 
of passion, tum away. The late-night, passion-filled, double-bed (the perks of the secret society) up-against­
the-wall, yoga-bending hook up that has been epitomised in IH through out the ages was born for these two
seasoned college residents .  Just in time for their valedictory. 
And so fair people of lH 2006 I leave you with this - it 's definitely the quiet ones you have to watch. 
- Sarah Opie 
LITTLE JORGO 
B Tower SR 
In true college spirit and in the spirit 
of my true laziness (and need to watch reruns of different 
shows that I have seen before,)  I have left writing this 
article until the last minute . After having ' The_Blur ' just 
yell at me quickly followed by ' rocknrolleddie, ' I think 
that it is  time that I write something about anything that 
will amount to nothing, just so that I can grace the pages of 
Kanyana (and give The _Blur more time to touch himself 
at night . )  (Ed: yay ! )  
I wish I could say that it has taken m e  this  long t o  write my article because I was waiting fo r  mad 
creative genius to strike, but honestly I am lazy and more truthful than this ,  I have not been struck with 
mad creative genius and really don 't  have a clue what to write about . To quote Lynette, I ' m  pretty sure 
that if you took a snap shot of inside my head right now there would in fact be not a brain, but a donkey 
tied to a tree with a fly buzzing around to add some sound effects . 
As it is the end of year and a time of reminiscing about times just past, I have (along with studying 1 4  
hours a day fo r  everyone o f  my exams, Lachlan) been thinking and cringing to myself about the numerous 
stupid and embarrassing things that I have done this year that I swore to myself (and to everyone 
drunkenly on New Year 's  Eve) that I wouldn ' t  be repeating. As with most New Year 's  resolutions, none 
of mine lasted for more than five minutes and I have instead of holding on to my dignity, lost it in a 
sea of drunken anti-drug talks, fluffy doonas, unfortunate ' Ohhhhhh Posadas ' and copious amounts of 
alcohol and young impressionable boys . (I think that l ine just explained why I wear black and appear 
to be ' emo ' and in mourning all of the time) . 
Having just had The_Blur once again knock on my door wearing crazy pants and in some type of hot, 
furious rage (LOL), I have decided in my panic that random words Harry just said to me over the 
phone , will be the perfect way to evoke my emotions and stir up memories to help me retel l  (and in 
some cases, unfortunately relive) my times and experiences at IH.  
'F ive . ' I wish this was the number of boys that I had made out with this year or better sti l l ,  I wish that I 
had made out with this many decent guys over the course of the year. However in true Claire style, this 
was but a dream and I do hang my head in shame.  The only thing this  year has taught me about making 
out is  to do it more sneakily, something that when I really think about I failed miserably at anyway. 
' Upside-down. ' This word reminds me of the medicine ball in Amit 's  room and the way that I religiously 
try every time I am in her room to balance on it in weird and wacky positions .  Each time of course has 
failed miserably and has ended with me ploughing head first and upside-down in to the ground 
' Crying . '  Ohhhhh, just seeing this  word makes me cringe .  So many drunken tears and non-drunken 
tears have been shed this year and at least I can say that not all of them were shed by me . Being a 
highly sensitive topic,  I don 't  want to mention names or times ,  but I think that all of the tears shed 
this year have not gone to waste and have taught me that a) people and myself included should drink 
less ,  b) that Amit comforts every one 's tears and c) that true friends w i l l  actual ly be there for you 
and care . 
'Vomit . '  Power spews,  proj ectile vom1tmg, sneaky throwing-up, barfing, chucking up ya ' guts,  
yakking, the list of names for this act could go on forever. Most people have done it ,  I ,  myself am 
a fan of the l ittle power spew into a cup (as is  Amit) , however the best and most disgusting story 
comes from the master herself, Sara. On throwing up in to her bin one night after a night on the 
town, Sara left her bin (we won ' t  say for how long) for the cleaners to move away when they finally 
made it to her room. 
'Car ' .  Trips to the booze store and to the Ville because we were far too lazy to walk. Driving and 
having passengers changing cars in the middle of intersections . Parking in the front car park even 
after having numerous warnings to move our cars . A car, truly 
is  a magnificent beast and leads to many, many adventures .  
'Boobs . '  Seb truly is  a lucky, lucky man. The amount of  
times he  has gotten boob flashes unexpectedly (and maybe 
unfortunately) is  amazing . I for one have accidentally (BUT 
DRUNKENLY) flashed him my boobs ,  so has Petrie and 
even Union 's  Courtney. This year was also a winner for me 
as well in the boob category; I can now add Ann 's boobs 
to my list .  I just have to write one thing though (sorry in 
advance), ' DAMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMN, AMIT. ' 
You know what I am talking about. 
' Running . '  While being good physical exercise (something 
which I should do more of),  running is  also a great way to get 
places and to also get out of situations post haste . Running 
home from the RE, running away from people or running away from security, we have all done it, 
though just how successfully is  another story. 
I have now run out of words,  which means that I have now run out of words to say. I ' d  like to thank 
Harry for his help with my article ;  the suggestion of words was just amazing and very thought out. 
In conclusion I would just like to say that I probably should have written about something better 
and saved myself and other people embarrassment, but really, who would have known that college 
would have been such a wild ride? 
- Claire Jorgensen 
PETER KILBY 
C Tower SR 
My 06 at IH has been wicked. Late last year I 
discovered I ' d  be in C Tower. Arriving this year, 
I find I have what is in my opinion the best room 
in the house . Beautiful aspect . . .  east, I love the 
morning sun and I can watch it rise from my 
double bed, if I 'm not already paddling on the 
river, that is .  On top of that, I have a second 
room to spread into and study in sometimes .  
Soon enough everyone was returning and 0-week began. I discovered C Tower had a number of under 
eighteens. They all acted so 'maturely ' however, that you 'd  never have picked which they were . Surprisingly 
I completed Pauli 's Challenge . . .  going from cafe to cafe .  The final stop was the Pancake Parlour followed by 
a pleasant walk home from the city at three in the morning. Unconventional sure, but I made it to Mt. Cootha 
for the sunrise. 
Over the year I 've had a number Tower Suppers , some more successful than others . Some recommendations 
for future SRs : Marshmallows and hot chocolate around a fire is great in winter, it is lovely to relax and tell 
stories to the flickering light of a fire; secondly ice cream! Whether it 's with waffles, pancakes, cones or 
everything, ie . Cold Rock style ,  ice cream is always appreciated. 
Anyway, back to chronological order . . .  The mid-semester break soon came along and in its wake the annual 
SR retreat. This year we bundled ourselves off to Springbrook in order to develop ' inter-SR' relationships . . .  ? 
We did all sorts of team building activities . . .  , you know, like consuming the alcohol picked up on the way 
there and playing poker into the early hours of the morning. What did I learn? Alcohol and gambling don't 
mix . . .  I lost $20. The following morning a number of SRs departed for ICC Ball, the remaining diehards 
went hiking, saw a snake and swam under the Twin Falls in Boy-ull Creek. On the way back to our retreat, 
we stopped off to buy a variety fudges which we feasted on while discovering just how many people can fit 
in 2m x 2m Jacuzzi .  
A few weeks later last minute preparations for Bandfest began. Give up any hope of making classes on the 
Friday if you are heavily involved, the Bandfest Convenor(s) generally lose(s) the whole week. Despite a few 
hiccups, such as the judges missing the beginning ofIH's set and the Kings boys pulling down the roof, again, 
it was the most successful Bandfest I have been a part of. Before long exams came along and the semester 
ended, some moved out, others moved in and a new semester began. This new semester heralded another 
Soiree and final preparations were as hectic as ever. Nonetheless, this amazing event continues to evolve each 
year. 2006 saw the beginning of a photography competition, which I hope continues in the future . 
One thing is missing from this account, the Housies, not because you weren't there but because there are too 
many of you to mention and I ' d  hate to miss you. All my best memories at JH are of the times I have shared 
with Housies .  I ' ll miss you all so much. Thankyou for the times you have shared with me. 
And yes, for the record, I hooked up at ball . . .  nothing serious. It was amazing but it was over all too soon. I 
hope it is not the last time it happens ;) - Peter Kilby 
NATHALIE SWART 
D Tower SR 
Well as 0-week Convenor, Senior Resident of D-tower and 
One Act Play Director, I must admit this year has been unfor­
gettable. 
Watching the new residents experience 0-week, unaware of 
all that I had in store for them was hilarious and so rewarding. 
From getting attacked by a 6ft9 beast, to the tomato fight, from 
disgusti-cup to overnight stay (with me setting the fire alarms 
off twice ! ) .  Overall it was successful and I hope everyone had 
as much fun as I did. As the semester went on, everyone be­
came more comfortable in their surroundings; it seemed that 
things were calming down, however my tower seemed to re­
main rowdy. Fifth floor with their ring leader Johnny Warren 
experienced many inter floor relations, I am sure he was just 
trying to make the girls feel welcome. He also ventured down 
to Fourth floor which brings me to my next person, Yasmeen 
who also spread the love to her tower and one or two other 
towers . This ended successfully in the now adorable couple 
which is Sam and Yasmeen. Third floor were all just a bunch 
of hooligans and were the source of much amusement on my part. As for the Second floor with crazy Zohria 
and myself who was attacked by the previously mentioned 6ft9 beast. First floor, my own fellow Malawian 
played her part and seduced a certain Trinidadian. D Tower definitely played their part in Shagfest and no 
one will ever forget John's attempt of getting it on with Carla!  
The end of first semester saw the farewell of many friends; however the next bunch of recruits were up to the 
challenge of doing their best to carry on where others left off. Second 0-week was extremely successful and 
once again the beautiful smell of scandal was in the air. 
One Act Play finally was performed and in my opinion was a huge success. Emma definitely stole the show, 
but I am not complaining. Those who return next year, make sure you get her to orgasm for everyone, she 
puts me to shame ! 
On a final note, to all those reading, if ever you are in Malawi (Africa for all those people who still don't 
know) look me up . I live in the capital Lilongwe, if you mention the Swarts they will know who you are 
talking about. You think I am outrageous, wait until you meet my family. 
International House has been two of the best years of my life, and it is because of all the friends, everyone 
played their part. I love and will miss you all madly ! 
- Nathalie Swart 
BENDY WENDY 
E Tower SR
Year # 1  - Assault on the senses. Crazy town++ 
I came here fresh out of high school with only a faint idea 
of what to expect. I think the best way to decribe what 
this year was like for me is that it was crazy in a --OM 
Gthisisthecraziestthingeverandl 'mtalkingtopeoplewithco 
olaccentsandi<3manfredandmyhairisubershorttandtasty­
mexicanfoodandcrazyj apanesehentaigirlsanddancefest­
spreadeagleandi<3 ctowercookupsspringrollschoralfest­
brrrrrrrartshowOMGyaaaayyypancakes -- kind of way. 
Needless to say I experienced a whole new way of life at IH, incredible really. Which is why I came back 
for more . (Ed: *clutches face, screams "MY RETINAS ! ") 
Year #2 - What am I meant to be doing again? Oh uni . . .  riiiiight. 
Second year was . . .  different. I discovered that I wasn 't fantastic at multitasking and that sometimes people 
are not what you expect at all .  I learnt a lot about myself. I discovered that having a couch covered with a 
red dinosaur blanket in your room means that people tend to stay longer because they either fall asleep or 
fall into the hole on the left side . I loved that ugly, beautiful couch. I realised that I hate it when I don 't have 
cabinet space in my bathroom. I became addicted to hugs and Farm Bake cookies. I discovered that Vitamin 
D was very dear to me. I was close to leaving IH at the end of this year, but the idea of coming back as a 3rd 
year was very tempting . . .  
Year #3 - It's my final year at uni . . .  so why am I so relaxed? 
Each year is different. For that I am grateful. Where 's the fun in having every year the same as each other? 
You learn nothing from that. I talked a lot this year and listened twice as much. My hair is a lot longer and 
I lost count of how many times people asked me why my 2004 IH j ersey says "MUM". Coming back as 
a third year meant that I learnt to do whatever and not really care too much since in the end, all we have 
is now. Turning up to the "When I grow Up" party as a Dominatrix with my Gimp in tow was definitely 
something I wouldn't have done two years ago . Going to a tower supper (which I had organised) where I 
had to leave at 5 minute intervals in order to "go to the bathroom" after a night out where I learnt that I don't 
like beetroot on my burger was a new experience .  It 's not my fault that I had bad liver function. Cam-style 
steak was a new aroma which I became used to very quickly. I 've been able to identify who a person is just 
by the weird syllables they scream out to me across vast distances and people mistaking my brother for my 
boyfriend . . .  well, that was just plain disturbing. (Ed: Twiiiiiinceeeest ! > :D) 
The most important thing about coming back this final year for me has been . . .  wait for it, it 's going to be 
highly original . . . .  has been the friendships which I renewed and which became stronger than ever. WHAM 
what a cliche . But, it 's true . Anytime that I thought "why didn't I just cut and run last year?" I just think about 
the people who I have let into my life and think "oh yeah, that 's why". This year has taught me the most and 
without going into too much detail , I look back and think, "Daaayum, I look good in a bikie hat" . . .  
You have taught me so much IH and for that, I thank you from the bottom of my heart . . .  oh alright, you can 
have some lindt dark chocolate too.  - Wendy Maltby 
(Ed: I don 't know what I 'm going to do in times of crisis without Mum around. <3 Bendy ! )  
EMIL MOHAN 
F Tower SR 
My Personal IH Experience by Emil Mohan 
Reflecting back on this year, I 'm still just be­
ginning to realize how much shit has actually 
occurred. Time seems to have sped up during 
certain periods of each of the semesters , unless 
I was drunk and don't actually remember what 
happened, which I believe is the case in many 
of my "incidents" during the year. 
I guess it all started when I was appointed SR 
of F tower. I didn 't think being in the pastoral 
care position I would have had to take care of 
little girls (ie fifth floor) . The year started of 
pretty well, frequent tower reports, occasional tower suppers, but I think the highlight was the constant raid­
ing of my "study". I didn 't really have to deal with too many issues apart from the so called "put out the fire 
in the shower" and "flood the tower from top to bottom" incident. Now you realize why fifth floor is always 
such a pain but they 're still awesome ! I had the quiet but cheeky Singaporean and Malaysian girls on first 
floor as well as the smelly Dutch, the brains on third apart from Wing. The fridge, the cool geeb, the chunda, 
and the Pro Photo were all on fourth. The angry looking Russian, the sensitive hybrid, the noisy Queen, and 
the confused white boy were all on fifth. I ' d  like to thank all these people for an awesome year but I want to 
tell them it wasn't easy. 
I really though being an SR would have been an easy and respected position, man was I so wrong. Each day 
I was thrown with insults and put downs and the insubordination I received was traumatic, however, I soon 
realized that I couldn't  beat them so I ended up joining in the antics of my fellow collegians. 0 week was a 
bit of a blur (Ed: for Emil, it was * lot* of Blur) so many drunken nights and hookups . . .  not that I was part 
of any of that since I was and still am "responsible". There seemed to be a general trend in the beginning of 
the year, go to uni when you have to and drink when you want to ! I recall one night, a few weeks before my 
birthday I decided to be a studious student and stay back and work on a few of my assignments. I get a knock 
on my door around 9pm and I see Tey standing at my door. Thinking why he would come all the way from G 
tower unless it was to use my printer, I was very cautious in letting him in. As soon as I stepped outside my 
room I was ambushed by 4 guys, these being, Sid, Giri , Tamil, and Leroux. I was pinned to the ground and 
then carried to lvor Cribb . All my struggling was to no avail and I was once again pinned inside Ivor Cribb. 
Obviously these guys had been drinking that night, and I had no idea what their motive was until Tamil pulled 
out his clippers and had that gayish grin on his face as always. Realizing the loss of my hair would have a 
major impact in my self conscious sensitive self so therefore I struggled like a greased up pig about to be put 
on a spit. I lost all my hair that night as well as whatever dignity I had. 
These kinds of antics continued throughout the year. I guess another memorable moment was the night of my 
1 9th birthday Mike and Jack decided to cling wrap my entire room. l came back drunk from embassy 's beach 
party and I was told that many of my friends posed as Muslim to avoid the cab driver from calling the cops. 
Supposedly I had thrown up in his car and almost picked a fight with him. Anyway I don 't remember much 
from that night; however, l woke up the next morning and realized I had pissed into my toilet but the urine 
had accumulated over the bowl on the cling wrap. I guess poking holes in cling wrapped covered toilets with 
urine on it is an experience to remember on your 1 9th . The shenanigans didn't stop there, the next day I had 
an exam in the evening and when I returned I found that my entire bedroom had been relocated to the bottom 
of F tower lawn. The fact that my friends went to all this trouble could mean something, or they could really 
hate me, but overall it wasn 't a bad experience . l would say something about the parties and how awesome 
they were, but I guess you would have to read some of the first year student 's experiences .  People seem to 
be more wild in their first year of college, probably because of the lack of responsibility and care but that 's 
college life right? 
The best part about college this year was co-convening Bandfest. Even though there were times I could hit 
Tim over the head and rip his tongue out, I actually did enjoy organizing Bandfest with him. On the night 
there was some great music, great alcohol, and great "talent". The night seemed to have been enjoyed by 
almost everyone that was questioned about it, and the fact that a profit of $5000 was made shows that it was 
quite successful. 
Overall I would have to say my college 
experience has been quite dramatic, full 
of highs and lows. The fact of the matter 
is I wouldn't have all these memories 
to take away, if it wasn't for the friends 
that help me create them. I just want to 
say thanks for all the good times and for 
whoever stays on, I hope you enjoy it as 
much, maybe even more than I have. 
Cheers, 
Emil 
(Ed: Living in Emil 's tower is best 
expressed as : 
I believe in miracles 
Where you from? 
You sexy thing 
I believe in miracles 
Since you came along 
You sexy thing. 
Truly, life with Emil is just like listening 
to Hot Chocolate on a never ending 
loop . )  
ANN CARROLL 
Hey it looks like you're writing a Kenyana article. Hey 
it looks like you're writing a Kenyana article . Hey it 
looks like you 're writing a Kenyana article. Hey it looks 
like you're writing a Kenyana article. Hey it looks like 
you 're writing a Kenyana article. Or so the stupid paper 
clip said until I told it where to go. So I find myself 
attempting to write an article for Kenyana. 
I wish college were a pirate ship . It would be awesome. 
St Lucia is the perfect area for this ,  considering it was in 
the hub of Pirate activity in the day. All the towers could 
be ships and the window would have cannons sticking 
out. The parapets could be used for boarding other 
ships .  The captain 's room would replace SR rooms and 
5th floor could become the crows nest. The dining hall 
would be Port Royale, were dining and meetings take place. The office could be the fort, where all manner of 
activities occur, both obvious and under the table. The common rooms could be inns (pubs), where all sorts of 
skull duggery occur, including wenching (or possibly at the bottom of C tower), drinking and gambling. The 
surrounding gardens would make a perfect jungle for exploring and burying treasurer in. The only problem is 
that the river is potentially too far away. However this could easily be solved by reproducing the ' 74 floods, 
where the water lever was just below second floor. Making it perfect sailing conditions. G tower lawn would 
be an excellent duelling area (not that fair duels were the order of the day among pirates .  There is room for 
more piratey means such as plank walking.)  Each ship (tower) would have its own specific flag that would 
be distinguishable instantly. The President would be the Pirate King/Queen. The Student Club committees 
would be Pirate Brotherhoods. It would be this brotherhood that would lead the pillages of settlements (other 
colleges), towns (the ville, indro shopping centre etc) and other merchant ships (city cats) . The RE would be 
perfect as Tortuga, where all pirate dreams come true ! Wenching, drinking, fighting (being removed from the 
RE) and all sorts of pacts are made . 
In an attempt to make college more like "the old days, and the bad days, the all or nothing days " Well I say 
' they're back ! ' so here is to college being a pirate ship ! 
Awesome moments this year of being a Pirate ! 
- Having a few beers after soccer training one night at the Red Room and then heading down to watch the 
rugby between freshers and gentlemen. I think the gentlemen won, although I can 't be to sure especially after 
being injured on the sideline . 
- One of the better moments this year was Shave for a Cure . After stumbling in and announcing that l would 
shave my head for $20 . I found myself with a new hair style .  The best thing is that I didn't have to wash or 
brush my hair for about 3mths .  Although applying sunscreen when out in the sun was something I regretted 
not doing. Hairs off to Nat Stephenson for raising the huge amount of money she did. 
- Snagging an access all areas for Bandfest under the guise of doing an expose . . .  but really it was just a good 
excuse to plunder the Red Bull stocked fridges (Ed: Corruption? In the IHSC? NO WAI ! )  
- IH sporting teams I believe could really take a leaf out o f  the pirates in Hook ( 1 99 1  ) .  While playing a game 
of baseball, any pirates caught cheating (i .e .  beating the other team) was shot. It's a fool proof way for IH to 
dominate the sporting arena. Another idea is to launch a full scale attack at the ICC Regatta. 
- International Talk like a Pirate Day was a huge success, walking around uni with a moustache, an eye patch 
and yelling and cursing anything that sounded remotely piratey. (NB . Depth perception is greatly impaired 
when wearing an eye patch) 
- Ball . . .  all I remember is standing in line for photos and being approached by the VP, Nathan Walk (a fellow 
of the Roy) . Standing in front of me, inquiring as to how many drinks I had consumed. After replying, ' one 
drink so far ' ,  he then announces that he has had 4 and that he is winning the Kingaroy challenge. Not to be 
outdone I stormed off to the bar, imbibed three more and then informed him that we were even and also to no 
doubt . . .  GET MAGGOT ! There was beanie involved at some stage of the night as well . . .  
- Boatcruise . . .  we really need more of them! If it were a cultural activity, I 'm sure there would be more. It 
should be classed as a cultural activity since it 's imperative to the history and culture of Pirates .  
Pirates Get more Booty, is really all I have to  say other than I really think college should be a Pirate ship . . .
or a fleet of Pirate ships .  That would be the ultimate ! 
Captain Spleen. - Ann Carroll 
(Ed: I can only hypothesise that Ann didn 't have nearly enough work to do this year. Certainly not enough to 
stop her thinking about pirates . )  
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Memoirs of a Senior Resident 
7 : 30  Woke up with the sound of Steve V. in his 
boxer shorts snoring, lying next to me . Hmm . . .  
what the hell did I do last night? Well, it still felt 
nice waking up next to someone in bed. 
8 : 05 In the lab : thawed some chemicals, did 
PCR, poured a gel, ran DNA electrophoresis, 
purified amplicons, transform E. coli, plate cells, picked colonies, overnight culture, plasmid miniprep, 
speedy vac, sequence DNA template 
1 2 :45 [dining hall] 
Me : Hey Masa ! What have you been up to this morning? 
Masa: Oh ! Hi Nut ! I was just looking for moist girls .  
Me : Hmm . . .  well. Try Gurteaj ' s  room. 
1 :  1 7  Spent the next 4 hours counting insect cells and contemplating the meaning of life 
1 6 : 1 5  Picked up duty from the office. Flirted a bit with Kirstie from the office, failed . . .  
1 6 : 30  First call. A guy locked himself out in F tower. Noticed a no smoking/no eating/no drinking sign he 
stole from lecture theater. Interesting . . .  Got back to my own room. 3 minutes later, the phone rang again. Not 
too bad, only B-tower. Got back to my own room. Another call . This time in G-Tower 5th. Got back decided 
to take a nap. The phone rang again. Fuck ! 
1 6 :  40 Started working on my report. 
1 6 : 45 Was taking a nap, but after another locked out and random chats with people while making my way 
back, gave up the idea and started playing spider solitaire . 
1 7 :  32 Got out of the shower with "Hey Julie" by Fountains of Wayne playing in the background. Started 
dancing in front of the mirror for a bit. Horrified by the sight of the bouncing man boobs .  
1 7 :  48 Meal time ! What ' s  for dinner? Beef. . . cheebai . . .  Toasted some raisin bread and chatted with the 
Japs. 
1 9 : 30 Hey Haruna ! 
2 1 : 00 Ahh . . .  no more calls .  Awesome ! Started reading some paper on insect viruses and how to mush up 
moth larvae to extract them. Story of my life. 
1 0 : 45 Attention, attention, an alarm has been activated in my pants . . .  I mean . . .  F5 . 3  
12 :  1 7  [Dark vader ring tone] "Are you sleeping?" [Yes, you punani ! I was sleeping ! ] .  Well, Russell passed 
out in his room after drinking too much vodka. Heaps of people in his room. The guy looked really pale, but 
decided not to call an ambulance. Watched as his friends tried to rehydrate him. 
Claire : I 'm going to give you some water. Can you swallow? 
Russel : I . . I . . .  don ' t .  . .  know 
Claire : But you did such a good job last time . Try to swallow ok? 
2 : 00 Still in his room. Had to take Russel ' s  pants off to change him. I don 't  get paid enough to see banana 
hammocks damn it ! ! !  
2 : 30  [SR phone rang] "Do you sell phone cards man?" Umm . . .  not at this hour, you inconsiderate asshole . 
7 : 30  "Steve, put some clothes on damn it." 
- "Crunchy" Nut Sangpattarachai 
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Memorable Events 
0-Week--everyone Feb 2 0-2 6  
returns, yeal1 =) 
Wake up sleepy- Mar 1 4  
h eads: Early morning 
fire dtill 
Our own I Tower Mar 2 6  
'Cold Rock' 
Tower Supper 
Sling BR ng Night Apr ? 
All the SR's strangely Apr 2 8-30
disappear from IH 
Card Games Tower May I 
Supper, & getting to 
know our director. 
BANDFEST May 1 2  
I H  Boatmise Jun 2 
Winter Holidays, Jun 2 4  
finally! 
Soiree--great to see Aug 5 
so many I Tower 
Residents getting i n-
volved. 
IH Ball & XXXX- Aug 1 9  
Thanks Lynette and 
socio/ committee 
Live long I 2006! 
What a y ear! T o  all my 
groovy I Tow er resi­
dents-thanks for an 
awesome year. I thought 
it was appropriate to 
leave you all with a little 
reminder of the tow er re­
ports that graced your 
bathroom doors through­
out the year. 
It's been a fairly quiet 
year in I Tower truth be 
t old, well, at least that's 
what it may seem to the 
untrained eye of an out­
side observer. H & I 
Towers seem to have a 
reputation for a peaceful, 
studious bunch of resi­
dents, but shouldn't be­
lieve everything you 
hear. 
It did begin quietly for 
me : Pre-Week, preparing 
for the onslaught of O-
W e ek. I T ower greeted 
but 3 new residents t o
IH:  Roxane, Nikki and 
Jos s .  Second semester 
brought Yuk.a and Wig­
bertus to our t ower. 
Soon after settling in 
came in unenviable of 
cleaning out Igor the now 
beautiful I T ower Fridge. 
That w ould be the single 
most disgusting thing I 
have ever had to do in 
my whole life. Yuk! 
Thanks to all those who 
helped keep it clean for 
the rest of the year. 
But there w ere many 
more pleasant things 
within thes e  walls . 
There was Club X and Le
Baseinent . 5th floor be­
came a poster gallery 
and 6th floor j oined in as 
w ell. Residents have 
made the print media 
and even television ap­
pearances!  Spiders and 
other unfriendly creepy 
crawlies w ere commonly 
found in the 6th floor 
b athroom, c omplemented 
by long and v ery high 
pitched screams down 
the staircase at random 
during the year. 
The H & I Cocktail party 
was a blast after some 
quick planning from Nut, 
Emily and Glen. Thanks 
for all y our help and to 
the others who helped 
out on the night-you all 
rock! 
Well that's all folks, stay 
cool, dream big and reach 
for the stars. 
©
I Towe r N am es of Fam e 
AGARWAL, Charu FRI CKER, E d  NG, Johnny 
ATMADJA, Felicia HABER, Sam SELVARAJAH, Tamil 
BROOKS, E mily IRVI NE , Fleur SIRIW ARDAN A, As anka 
BROWN, Michael JE NSE N, Nikki TANG, Scott 
CHUNG, Chee Wai LIM, Justin TAURU, Roxane 
DOUGLAS, Jos s  LOW, Kexin TOAL, Victoria 
FLYNN, Jim NI SHI TAN I ,  Yuka VAUGHAN, Kiri 
2006 
Eye o n  ' I '  . . .  
A huge thanlc y ou t o  every­
one who starred in the Eye 
on I. It was great t o  find out 
what makes I Tower tick. 
More Memorable Events 
The Eureka Prize moves 
into 6th Floor­
congrats Chlisllan 
RiverFesllvol-the 
Tower Supper tha t  
never h appened =) 
IHA C--(ongrats to the 
I Tower Talent 
Black Friday H & I 
Cocktail Party 
Konyana Articles Due 
Farewell tn I Tower 
2 006 
Aug 2 1
Sept 1 - 1 0  
Sept 2 2  
Oct 1 3  
Oct 25 
Nov 19 
WEE DBROOK, Christian 
YEO, Ulric 
Thanks for a great year 
and good luck to you all in 
your future endeavours , 
remember Lihfe is good! 
Hugs , Victoria @ 
"Skill is su cces sfully walking a tight rope o ver Niagara Falls. Intell igence is not t rying. " 
- Anon. 
Ed: Your 25 words don 't make sense? You don't remember handing them in but you have a stupid message anyway? Oh dear! 
I ' m  sorry, sometimes my hands j ust type amusing things while I ' m  distracted by the stress of waiting for things I desperately 
need to collate, sometimes at the behest of my friends . . . .  enj oy !  To the "Missing 25 Words Committee", your help was greatly 
appreciated ! 
A Tower 25 words 
1 . 1  Tori Fancher - American Love the times I 've had ! Housie ! :D 
I really appreciated how open everyone at IH is to 
all different backgrounds and cultures .  Thanks for a 
great semester. 
1 .2 Rebecca Stapleton - Australian 
IH has been a great new experience, can't wait to see 
what next year holds . 
1 . 3 Sam Lee - Korean 
Had great great good good fun bye . 
1 .4 James Kennedy - Australian 
IH 2006. These are my 25 words : HO USIE ! ! 
What, no team? Vet science - vet-er-in-ary -
ANIMAL DOCTOR. Piper. Schlaggen. Cascade . 
Independence . A l  .4 .  Brotherhood. I ' ll be back. 
2 . 1 Sarah Opie - Australian 
Good things come in threes. After 3 years here, it was 
definitely a good thing ! No, a great thing. Goodbye 
IH ! 
3 . 1 Isaac Suh - Australian 
This song is about daytime lovemaking. The naughty 
type ! 
3 . 2  Phyllis Liang - Singaporean 
IH food sucks . Nah, just kidding. "OR AM I". 
Muahahaha . . .  
3 . 3  Edwin Yao - Singaporean 
Its been great living here, it sure made my first year 
pass through like a breeze. All I can say it has been 
'Awesome ! '  and I had the time of my life. "The Best 
is Yet to Be" 
3 .4 Lisa Grace Abbott - Australian 
international house is everything i thought it would 
be, and a hell of alot more ! 
4 . 1 Stephanie Tay - Singaporean 
A year in International House? Yeah, its already beeen 
a year. Parties were a blast, food was not so (haha. )  
4 .2  Sang-Hyun Yang (Sang) - Republic of Korea 
(South) 
Huge 2nd year in IH chilled all year long at F tower, 
always pumpin' .  gonna miss all u guys but don't 
forget the ' skinkake ' legend 
4 . 3  Sam Stacey - Australian 
Sam Stacey ! ! ?? More like Dick Tracey ! 
4 .4 Sam Groenestyn- Australian 
When Sam's not at work or studying, she can be found 
plotting the downfall of her boss and of Capitalism. 
Otherwise she 's likely at shop. 
5 . 1  Tina Nilsson- Swedish 
I 've had a great semester here at IH. There are so 
many great people here that it makes me sad to leave . 
I will always remember my stay here and all the 
people . 
5 .2 Daniel Joo Australian/Korean 
A day in the life of me. 
Daniel Oberg:  Korean Daniel ! !  
Me: White Daniel ! !  
*pause* 
Both: Bulgogi Party ! ! !  
5 . 3 Tim Hawgood - Australian 
Its one thing to say I stayed at IH and quite another 
to say I was part of it. I ' d  like to think I belong to the 
latter . . .  
5 .4 Lai Pundi - Papua New Guinea 
I am here as you are here as you are me 
and we are all together *rocks out*I am 
B Tower 25 words 
1 . 1  Monique Chang - Australian 
Great people, fun times, asian glow, gossip sessions . . .  
I 'm definitely going to miss IH ! Here 's to being a 
dodgy ex-res next year ! 
1 .2 Thomas James Lees - British/ Australian 
Co-founder of jazz club. Everytime funny and 
friendly, but the English man is still present in him. 
He doesn 't like American pronounciation, but is all 
in all a great man, who is assume. 
1 . 3 Andrew Eros - American 
Ducks are cool, but be careful ' cause they bite . 
1 .4 Gurteaj Singh Atwal - Nat-Aus 
My 25 words : IH has made me realise that Americans, 
Japanese, Singaporeans, Germans, Thai, South 
Africans, Canadians and the British they're all bloody 
nuts 
2 . 1 Claire Jorgansen - Australian 
I am the winnerer. I hate The_Blur ! High on Lihfe ! 
3 . 1 Allen Ng- Chinese 
NNNGGG 
3 .2 Alice Kathleen Beams - Australian 
Representing the North in the South-East ! Thanks 
everyone for a great year ! 
3 . 3  Miki Hamada - Australian/Japanese 
She 's the cutest, sweetest, most lovable friend I 
have ! !  One year has felt like a decade of wonderful 
friendship ! Best friends forever ! ! !  (Min Dee) 
3 .4 Mark Cottman. Fields - Australian 
A cyclist and IT Geek. Interests big and small .  I' 11 
help anyone . Can't  be young forever but I can be 
immature indefinitely. Go the ferry ! 
4 . 1 James Maasdorp - Seth Efricin 
You are all imprisoned by spectacular thought. The 
lure of capitalism dictates your subordination. Anne 
Carroll is a phoney. I am the Walrus. 
4 .2 Ninle Tseng - American 
It 's n-ee-1, not nin-le. 
4.3 Rita Lau - Hong Kong 
At what point does CPR become necrophilia? Rita 
Las Vegas . Evan Seppo Love. Go with Jesus, bra. 
Deuce. Fatty Pooch ! ! 
4 .4 John NG Ghee Hao - Singaporean 
The IHSC is running great, hope to see more exciting 
and crazy 0-week in 2007 ! 
• . J 
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C Tower 25 words 
0. 1 Florian Brandtner - German 
Not a traditional european currency. 
0 .2 Anna Rosemary Myers Scott - British 
IH, a home from home. God help me with Bandfest ! 
1 . 1  Terence Woo - Filipino/Singaporean 
Co-founder of jazz club . Always happy, always 
tipsy, contender for best asian drinker @ IH. Also, a 
responsible driver ! 
1 .2 Harry Acutt -Australian 
Harry ! Harry ! Harry ! Harry ! Harry ! Harry ! Harry ! 
Harry ! Harry ! Harry ! Equals Scapegoat ! 
1 . 3 Lih Tyng Chew- Singaporean 
Most dentists recommend doing me twenty times to 
properly digest your food. 
1 .4 Jess Mapp - Australian 
Jessa - tea addict, knitter. It's cliche, but : it 's been an 
amazing two years, thanks for all the fun times ! I ' ll 
miss you all . . .  keep in touch, or else ! 
2 . 1 Peter Kilby - Australian 
So many fantastic memories, so many beautiful 
people . College life has influenced me in so many 
ways and even opened my eyes . . .  a little .  
3 . 1 Natalie Okawa 
Thanks IH, for the 30 hook-ups, C3rd, 300 condoms, 
Soiree, the many bad nick-names, j elly wrestling and 
meeting so many amazing people. Have never loved 
so many people in one place ! ! !  <3 natty-o 
3 .2 Amit Schwartz 
Amit the Tit -> mammary glands -> elephants have 
good memories -> elephants have trunks -> Americans 
put hamburgers in their trunks -> hamburgers are beef 
burgers but more like ham -> toasted ham sandwiches 
-> Breville . 
3 . 3  Ng Hoi Sin (Sin Sin) - Hong Kong 
A girl who loves sleeping. :p 
3 .4  Seb Patane 
$2 1 9  .45 spent at Shop + 5 8 Maccas Runs + 3 1 . 1 9% 
of Class Attended + 27 Macks + 23 nicked Objects 
+ 1 9  bottlesworth of Alcohol + 6 IH Breakfasts + 1 
Drunken Phone Message = 1 Year at IH 
4 . 1 Kate Anne Petrie - Australian 
2006 : The year where drinking at l Oam became 
normal, random mack-ons were a way of life, and the 
year where I actually became less intelligent despite 
my higher education. Sounds pretty awesome, 
wouldn't you say? 
4 .2  Pauline Toh- Malaysian 
That shirt looks very becoming on you; if I was on 
you I would be corning too .  
4 . 3  Alan Tan - Malaysian 
I 'm not a guy. Nah, just kidding. "OR AM I". 
Muhahahaha. 
4.4 Christiana Kim - Korean/ Australian 
Worst timing ever to ask for 25 words . . .  Nervous, 
j ittery, 3 coffees in 4 hours . Its been an awesome 
year. Booyah ! Haha. <3 
5 . 1  Mi Ri Choi- South Korea 
Meeting IH friends is AWESOME ! 
5 .2 Zahira Tiara Shafiq - Bangladesh/Malaysia 
Random. Creative .  Loyal . Silly. Energetic .  Fun. 
Procrastinator. Blur Sotong. Faerie Divabat. Scribe. 
Superstitious . Musical. Net addict. Sporting. 
Illogical. Chaotic. Awesome. Copycat. Original . 
Out of ideas . 
5 . 3  Natalie Stephenson- Australian 
F erninisrn may not get her laid but her breasts probably 
will . 
5 .4 Steven Ashburn - Australia 
The year has been filled with drunken goon-fueled 
nights, FOOLish acts, legal guardians, tight erno 
j eans, a chatterbox, a giant spoon, OP-shop suits and 
very occasionally, trips to uni . Where else but IH? 
Long live the Brotherhood . . . . 
D Tower 25 words 
0. 1 Mitch Wilson 
International House Man of Mystery 
1 . 1  Lea Dee Spykerman - Malaysian 
One of the minority IH-ians who does not hate bush 
turkeys ! !  
1 .2 Megan Trader - American 
I quit smoking. 
1 . 3 Ashley Strass - American 
I think myself lucky to have met so many fun and 
wonderful friends at IH. Thanks for an amazing 
Australian experience !  
1 .4 Tom Lockwood - American/ Australian 
Boop .  
2 . 1 Nathalie Swart 
Well my time is drawing to an end, and I am going 
to miss this place . To all the people I may never see 
again, I will miss you, forget me not ! 
2 .4 Zohria Nunia - Singaporean 
IH was amazing in a sense that it provided me 
opportunity to meet all kinds of awesome people. I 
had a few ups and downs, (but more ups) and I think 
it was because of the interaction I had with people I 
met rather than the events IH organized. 
3 .2 Johannes Inoke (Fij i) - Australian 
Loves figs, soogie, shirtless, don't cross out Claire . 
Former clown hair. Claire, Claire, Cute . B .O .  God 
Damn! After 1 2  is lunch. Doors ! Doors ! Doors ! 
3 . 3  Russel Miller- South African/ Australian 
I have to sort your photographs, write you an article, 
and now this? Talk about the straw that broke the 
camel 's back. 
3 .4 Ka Wai Hui - British/Hong Kong 
Eleanor Rigby, picks up the rice in the church where 
a wedding has been, lives in a dream. 
4 . 1 Makoto Ej ir, Japanese 
I enjoyed life here ! 
4 .2 Yasmeen Busrai- Indian 
She has nice breasts, and a nice butt . . .  and nice hair . . .  
and a nice smile. Blur approves* .  
4 .3  Nikki Jensen- Australian 
A blue-haired geeb, drummer princess, sushi-lover 
and games room inhabitant. 2006 was my best year 
ever and I have my fellow housies to thank. Love you 
all. 
4.4 Neil Patterson (Tassie) - Australian 
I <3 RANG. I parted the Red Sea, drink beer u fag, 
creep. Aaaahhh a mango, Lynette protect me, Loves 
fire crotch. Pussy whipped, on the leash, under the 
thumb. Old enough to crawl old enough to bawl . � 1 
5 . 1  Christopher Falcone - American 
I am a sociology major. I loved my time studying in 
Australia. 
5 . 2  John Warren (Babyface) - South African 
Whoop. Whoop. Amazing year. Wonderful people . 
Treasurer. President 's Award. Girls .  IH food. --�� 
Shagfest King (Thanks Carla) . Jessie. Darren. Alex. 
Great times never end. 25 words. 
5 . 3  Kathrin Wilden- German 
Bonour! J ' adore le francaise. Je suis tres jolie. J ' aime 
la dormer dans mon backpack avec Mike Jacque . Oh 
la la . . .  C 'est tout ! Bisous Kim B, Anouk. 
5 .4 Christina Stenstrem - Swedish 
I was the sweedie at IH ! And I have proven that 
Swedish people are very good at partying, don't 
necessarily have blond hair and don't end every 
sentence with JA ! ;) 
*Ed: Despite my many perversions, I swear I had no hand in the creation of this message . Did I use my 
power of veto? That would be stifling someone 's creativity ! :P  Honestly, no third person speech for me ! 
E Tower 25 words 
0 . 1 Allison Brooks- USA 
Tennis .  Classic rock. American beer. S+L Cardinals 
going to the World Series !  Laughing with friends. 
Trying new things.  Shopping for shoes .  Furry animals .  
Thanks International House ! 
0 .2  Kim Solberg- Dutch 
"One day she ' ll be UN Secretary-General, for now 
she 's a drunken monkey loving, awesome mini-me 
from Les Pays Bas. Just friends? I don't think so ! "  
0 . 3  Florence Lim Hulin - Singaporean 
Whaaat uup? 25 words? Whhhyy maaann . . .  ? Lots 
of vivid moments I vaguely remember is all I can say 
about the stay here . 
1 . 1  Shinichiro Mihara- Japan 
Well . .  . I  enjoyed IH life in 2006 . l can't wait what 
will be nice housie life in 2008 .  
1 .2 Kyle Warren - Australian 
Nope. 
1 . 3 Sara O'Neil - Australian 
Sara learnt this year that all paths from the Red Room 
lead to the Forgan Smith building, pantsie runs must 
be done with pure grace and names are important. 
Got milk? 
1 .4 Laura Domish- American 
"I 'm sorry I 'm trained not to see beautiful women, it 
might distract me from my mission" 
2 . 1 Wendy Maltby - Australian 
In the end, none of this really matters . So just run 
with it and enjoy the view. 
3 . 1  Cameron Robert - Australian 
IH is more than a college to me, it 's a home. I can 't 
wait to come back in 2007 . Goon + Spoon FTW 
3 .2 Kelvin Lai 
Waits at the window, wearing a face that she keeps in 
a jar by the door, who is it for? 
3 . 3  Alex Gibson - New England 
Man, Woman and child fell to the bone-crunching 
savagery of the fearsome monster in The Creeping 
Terror. Just what was this foul and fiendish . . .  
4 . 1 Megan Kadic- Australian 
a crazy year for this little fresher ! Always up for 
anything sporting, cultural or social . So many 
memories, can't  wait for next year ! ! !  
4 .2  Melissa Lim- Malaysian 
The declivity was so small, that, I walked near a mile 
before I got to the shore, which, I conjectured was 
about eight o ' clock in the evening. 
4 . 3  Lachlan Stephenson - Australian 
I am Loco, I am the wild E4th kid, you can usually 
find me wherever there is a party. Shibby, schwing 
schwing. 
4 .4 Dan Edmonds - Australian 
Everybody hates talking about themselves . . .  except 
for me ! I 'm so awesome, your awesome is like, 
unawesome next to mine ! So, yeah ! I totally didn't 
waste my 25 words. 
5 . 1  Zai Yang Phua - Singaporean 
Ups and downs, highs and lows. All of them were 
good memories that I will never forget. I say . . .  Get 
amongst it ! 
5 .2 Rachel Han- Singaporean 
Rachel dates from the early Han Dynasty and is easily 
worth over 1 0,000 American dollars . 
5 . 3  Anthony Yuen - Chinese/British/ Australian 
In an age of fear & global crisi ,  I believe 
International House is a strong testimony & hope 
for multiculturalism, peace & understanding in our 
global village . 
5 .4 Li Young Kim - South Korea 
The memories in IH during one year were awesome. 
Thanks for all guys who make me unforgettable 
memories.  The brotherhood may prevail .  
F Tower 25 words 
0.4 Devin Tu - American 
Arnold Schwarzenegger is my governor. I surf, 
soccer, basketball and run. I am an Asian American. I 
study Marine Science. I exposed myself accidentally 
at Soiree on stage . 
1 . 1  Angeline Tan 
Idiosyncratic Hiccups, Incubated Hypocrite, 
Insanity Hiatus, Illuminated Hesitation, Ignorant 
Hyperventilation, lee-cream Hay, Inspirational 
Haemorrhage, Illegal hairstyle, Impregnanting 
Hailstorm . . .  only International House makes sense. 
1 .2 Kate Crittenden- Australian 
" . . .  Greetings" 
1 . 3 Anouk Galle - Dutch 
Anouk is one of those tiny cute penguins you can 
find on Philip Island. She 's cute, wobbly, squishy and 
everybody loves her. Apart from the fact that she 's a 
bit bigger, I ' d  love for her to cheer up any picture I 
take . 
1 .4 Ching May Chew - Malaysian 
Living here has been good. Memorable yet . . . . =) =p 
=( =I = I +[ 
2 . 1 Emil Mohan - Indian 
Well what can I say, at least I 'm leaving college with 
a spew . . .  I mean bang . . .  I mean memories, right ! 
Thanks to those that made my time here memorable. 
3 . 1  Courtney Evans - Australian 
I have had an excellent time at IH this year and look 
forward to participating in IH culture even more next 
year. 
3 .2  Lara Chang 
Lara is a monkey. 
3 . 3  Alex Gauld 
Alex is a fatty poopalotas 
3 .4 Wing Tang - Australian/Malay 
This year of college life has been awesome ! I enjoyed 
college life and the people here, and I ' ll see you guys 
again in 2007 ! 
4 . 1 Tom Baldwin - The lnternets 
I came, I saw, I perved, I sighed, I pondered, I played 
DotA instead. This year marks the year I finally got 
into Christiana's pants ! And her top ! And her socks ! 
And her eyliner? : S  
4 . 2  Conrad Ohnuki- The Cockles of Blur 's Heart 
quick boy, fetch me my dart gun. 
4 .3  Chelsea Russell- Australian 
This year I have learnt scotch tape smells like 
Christmas, balloons are the devil 's advocates ,  fish 
are entertaining and what not to do on film at a 2 1  st. � 
Bring on 07 ! 
4 .4 Katie Hawgood - Australia/Thai 
This year I discovered that I was a noob, a glut, and 
a messy ball of neurosis ! Thanks IH ! ( 1 9  words . . .  � 
sorry ! )  
5 . 1  Hoi Kiu, Queenie Chung - Hong Kong/ Australia 
IH has been awesome this year ! I loved meeting 
people from all around the world . . .  and I 'm  going to .--...iii 
miss the exchange students who aren't  returning next 
year. But next year is going to be another great year 
to look forward to . .-z�AO� 
5 .2 Mike Jack - Kiwi/Hong Kong 
I like drums .  I play drums .  Drums are cool .  Cool like 
a fool in a swimming pool . I eat Tey's love juice . If l 
have a son, he ' ll be called Michael Jackson. 
5 . 3  Jack Chiu - Australian 
Interests : Fire extinguishers , showers, tight pants, 
Ben Drew. 
Disinterests : Piggybacks. 
Thank you for all the good, the bad, and the best of 
times .  
5 .4 Sasha Loutcheva- Mother Russia 
Everything is just another experience which we always 
learn from. What can I say . .  . it was crazy. 
G Tower 25 words 
1 0 1  Su Min Kim - South Korea 
I had a great time in IH this semester. It was short but 
I won't be able to forget it. Thanks, IH ! 
1 02 Masa Fukuta - Japanese 
There is one thing that I must say to a number of 
cleaners who have happened to witness my Mr. . .  
Hang on till I answer "Yes" ! 
1 03 Rohan Gaitonde - Indian 
This year at IH has been just as fun as last year. Hope­
fully next year will be even better. 
1 04 Lama Dieckmann - Australia QLD 
Hi ! Moving into such a huge family at IH was a huge 
change, but one Im glad to have made. I 've met 
tonnes of great people and had heaps of good times 
- even if i didn't go out as much as you 'd  have liked!  
Xox 
1 05 Rachael Nealer - American 
I 've enjoyed my 5 month vacation here, filled with 
DC, lollied, awful IH food, too many nights out, no 
school work & even less motivation. Cheers ! 
1 06 Anna Lindsay - Australian 
Sexy. Irresistable. Hot. Fun. Loving. Cool. Awe­
some. Hockey. Outrigging. Music .  Piano. Party­
ing. Nerd. Charity. Hooked. Beach. Justice. Fun. 
Fun. Fun. Fun. Fun. Fun. Fun. Had lots of fun here ! 
1 07 Chad Johnstone - Seppo 
Craaaaazy, nice mouche, fire-bush, cute, wigger, ' I  
will bulk up and wrestle you. ' Erectile dysfunction, 
random facts 'did you know the longest recorded 
chicken flight was 1 3  seconds? ' hey Chad-man ! 
1 08 Chet Yean - American 
Good luck to everyone ! 
1 09 Erika Yoshida - Japanese 
She 's a lovely, bubbly and cute girl . She always has a 
sleepy look, but making her laugh is as easy as ABC.  
Love you to  bits . Friends forever. (Min Dee) 
1 1 0  Allan James Hunt - Australian 
Well, shop is still intact, despite two break-ins . This 
shows that should the Jews and Japanese ever join 
forces, they would rule the world !  
1 1 1  Muhammad Rahmat Katmon - Malaysia 
when the going gets tough, the tough gets going, 
when the road gets rough, 4 WD gets going, 
When the IH gets tough, I ' ll keep going. 
1 1 2 Evan Messer - American 
I don't have hard drives .  I just keep 30  engineering 
students in my basement and force them to memorize 
numbers 
20 1 Masafuyu Tanaka - Japanese 
Don't  get too close, or you might get shot ! 
202 Ann Carroll 
Nationality: Pirate 
4 balls I went to this year 
1 game of soccer IH women won. 
1 57 times I said 'Yargh' on ITLAPD 
2 times kicked out of the RE in one night. 
0 times I showered in my room 
3 chairs 'borrowed' from the Droom 
203 Min Dee Lee - Malaysian 
My best friend at IH ! She 's happy, jolly, intelligent 
and good looking ! !  Best friend forever��� (Miki) 
204 Amy Tan - MieMie 
IH = great friends, parties, DOTA, DC++, pool, 
foosball, table tennis, midnight alarm(s) and 
'fantastic ' food. 
205 Ian Chan - Australia 
Dota dota? Aside from being 13 3t  this year has 
been late nights, maccas runs, womens touch and 
Caaaandyyyy Mooouuuntain Chaaaarrrrlieeee 
206 Bee Linsday Australian 
This year has proved to be very interesting and totally 
different to how I envisaged it. It has been one of the 
best. Thank you for making this a year to rmember. 
Good luck to those leaving and see the rest of you 
next year. 
207 Maja  Doma - Australian 
International House, it 's not just a house, it 's a home ! 
It has been my home for the past 3 years and I have 
had a blast. "Get Maggot ! ", as Carroll would say. 
G Tower 25 words 
3 0 1  Leigh Ann Ackland - Australian 
Unfortunately was rarely seen at IH due to outside 
sporting commitments ! Has enjoyed IH and will 
miss the relaxed life. 
302 Dominick Chin- Australian 
He has metal teeth that can bite through bars . 
TRENDY BARS. 
303 Tai Kwok Yui (Sue) - Hong Kong 
Enjoy so much my life at IH. It's bloody cool ! 
304 Nobu Ito - Japanese 
I am a sex machine ! I love girls and food and soccer 
and Claire and Geckos and Porn and Love ! 
305 Lydia Lee- South Korean 
Loves lucid liturgical laminated lemmings longingly, 
lol. 
306 Cassie Turner - Australian 
Are you gonna eat that? Can I have it? I 'm not butch 
I 'm just not pissy. Achoo . . .  achoo . . .  achoo . . .  achoo . . .  
achoo . . .  achoo 
307 Sayaka Imamoto - Japanese 
She's  a cute girl who is always cheerful, and always 
there for her friends . Active sporty and intelligent. I 
love you ! (Miki) 
308  Xiao Yun Chow - Malaysian 
Great friends, Priceless experiences, and 2 whole 
years of fond memories.  Thank you IH for being the 
place I want to be at. 
309 Ron Pancho- Australian 
His mother once said "You' ll never catch him with 
his panchos down" 
3 1 0  Pei ta Kerkenezov - Australia 
What a year I 've had here . . .  full of fun times, new 
cultural experiences, interesting people, coffee, crazy 
nights out, long and stressful nights in, passion pop 
and many great memories. GO IH ! 
3 1 1  Abby Gananendran- Australian 
A voyage to Brobdingnag. 
3 1 2 Joshua D'  Abadie (Trini) - Trini 
Booty Clown, Booty Sheets, Booty Wizard, Charlotte, 
Monica Lewinski, Homewrecker, Dark Ranger, 
Smashed Crab, After 9 is breakfast ' I 'm locked out' . 
40 1 Nii Lantey Bannerman - Awesome 
This is my third year at IH. I 've had enough of this 
place. I 'm leaving, and never coming back. Goodbye . 
It 's been average .  
402 Justin Rees - Australian 
Muppet, Marissa, hairless monkey, Chef, Dirty man, 
Dome, loves dancing the septuple mupple shuffle, � 
those thong like underwear ugh, hairless super baby, 
if there 's grass on the wicket, play cricket, mmmm, 
Cod lips .  
403 Mark Kinsella - Australian (Hell yeah) 
Homewrecker, sexual, mmmmanatee, Filthy man, 
just plain dirty, SHARK. Battle toad slayer, pinger, 
moss covered manatee, Womens scratching post. Old 
enough to bleed old enough to breed ! 
404 Naoki Shinoda - Japanese 
Naoki, what can we say? He's one dedicated English 
learner. He may look shy, but is very warm, funny �'tf"'4iiitt 
and friendly inside . (Miki and Min Dee) 
405 Nicholas Posada - Colombian/Australian 
Pablo, Weasel, pappito, cha chee, SILP, sexy hips, 
weasel chat, can't handle the truth, egg-thieving 
weasel. 
406 Viki Franklin- British 
IH taught me basketball, squash, cancan; that rugby is 
football and football is soccer; to cope with bad food, 
midnight awakenings, vibrating walls ,  an addiction 
to DC++ and being called anything that rhymes with 
Viki ! This is the lihfe ! 
407 Sabori Kamiya - Japanese 
Sabori is my best friend ! I can talk about anything to 
her and she 's really reliable and a friend I can count 
on at all times .  Friends forever � <3 <3 
G Tower 25 words 
408  Kaitlyn Fitzpatrick - Australian 
Aka: babygrace, photography geeb . A little short, a 
little geeky, loves everyone a little too much . . .  but 
that's just cause it 's IH. 
409 Kristian Zembic - Croatian/South African 
IH is the funnest and most laid back college ever. 
The atmosphere of friendship and understanding is 
like no other. IH forever. 
4 1 0  Ben Drew - British/Hong Kong 
Once water had a daughter and a ship bought her. 
She jumped, and the water caught her. That 's the tale 
of water. 
50 1 Georgia-Pearl Harding - Australian 
I came, I saw, I lived, I learnt, and I loved every 
second at IH. 
502 Charlotte Har- Singaporean 
Something about being caught in a web but laughing 
anyway. 
503 Le Roux Louw - South African 
I twirl fire. 
504 Tiffie Pun 
Bubble, happy-go-lucky character of IH who only 
appears in the dining hall once in a blue moon. 
505 Emma Gibbs - Australian 
I found out tonight (AGM Night) that there is 
something called the Emmagasm . . .  can' t  beat the 
chicken dance though. 
506 Nathan Walk- Games Room 
The side pocket is a harsh mistress .  
507 Alicia Jeffery Australian 
Life at college has been great. I 'm really going to 
miss it next year. Good luck everyone in your life 
long careers . 
508 Duncan Wilkie - Australian 
Malawi, giant babies, no closure, angry boy, "don't 
worry big fella, you're just hungry", that 's a huge 
bitch, MEGA-MEAL ! Malawi, Malawi, "Get out ! 
Get out of the chair ! "  WACKO ! 
509 Elisa Arumugam 
Singapore 
IH. Love it. Became an indomeeholic though. And a 
laughterholic . But I still love it. Just cos. It's IH. ( :  
5 1 0  Yusuke Sato - Japan 
Thanks for making this a great year. Good times .  I 
just enjoyed it. 
5 1 1  Andrew Scotton - Australian 
Sydney is the most international city ever, so IH feels 
like home - there 's no place like home and thanks to 
IH, Brisbane 's my home now. 
5 1 2 Kelvin Tang - Singaporean 
All those years of phone sex finally caught up with 
me- I have hearing AIDS ! 
r 
I 
H Tower 25 words 
1 . 1  Tamanui Guiral- French 
What, me worry? 
1 .2 Go Sugimoto - Japan 
Really had a good time in Australia. Is Shin going to 
live in this room? Oh no . . .  
1 . 3 Natsuko Uchibori- Australian 
/\ /\ . . . . . . . .  . 
" " " ' "  
1 .4 Thomas Kaczmarek- German 
. . .  wicked. 
1 . 5 Neha Chhatlear - Australian 
Stuff I ' ll remember about IH forever: Ulric ' the 
geek ' ,  Three emilies, one each from Canada, US and 
Australia, pawning sticks, and the fun times I 've had 
with my group of friends . 
2 . 1 Nick Russell- Australian 
He had no post box. 
2 .2  Nut Sangpattarachai 
To the wonderful people that I 've come across over 
the years, may you awake one day and couldn't 
ask for anything more . Except for some sweet Thai 
loving. 
3 . 1  Mile Gu - Kiwi 
Furriest little kiwi around. With his taut black pants, 
sleek free flowing black locks and raunchy panting, 
his passion for anything 'physical ' is matched only 
by his love of animals, trannies and every girl 's 
custard. 
3 .2 Lynette Mossman - Australian 
' I 'm pretty sure ' Lynette is a 'Foul Unit ' .  Voted most 
efficient social convenor in the world. 
3 . 3  Florian Brandtner - German 
I study Marine Biology here in AU and I am interested 
in scuba diving and a lot of other sports and guitar 
playing with other people. 
3 .4 Tobias Richter - German 
Tobi is the stereotypical German. If he is not smoking 
or drinking, he is telling jokes .  Wears socks when he 
goes to the beach. A true champ. 
3 . 5  Daniel Geoffrey Oberg - Melboumian 
This year was good. Nut was a good SR. We played 
lots . 
4 . 1 Kirsty Craik- British 
Kirsty is a thin fabric of silk, cotton or other fibre, 
with a finely crinkled or ridged surface .  
4 .2 Friska Pambudi- Indonesian 
Octo . . . . . . . . .  pie? 
4 . 3  Coilson Kok - Singaporean 
I like Panda Propagation Propaganda, Neil Gaiman's 
Saulman graphic novels, writing down stuff about 
myself that may or may not be true, and cats . They 
taste like chicken. =) 
4.4 Anjali Lakhiani- Malaysian 
This night owl, drama queen, tv watching ho, puts on 
a good show when intoxicated although she can go 
overboard with her singing. A gem of a person ! 
4 .5  Michelle Xia- Australian 
Funny, crazy, eats a lot, cute gold coast girl . 
become excellent pharmacist. 
5 . 1  Rabbie Namalui- Papua New Guinea 
Eiggod is my favourite pokemon ! 
5 .2 Michelle Ferreria - South African 
College is da bomb .  Yup that 's  right. Three good 
years at this amazing place ! So thanks to everyone 
for a good time ! 
5 . 3  Jorshe Tan- Singaporean 
Softly spoken guy who wears tight shirts . 
5 .4 Glen Evenbly - New Zealand 
IH = legitimate excuse to get drunk and wear 
pantyhose. PhD student = legitimate excuse to stop : 
shaving/getting haircuts/wearing clean clothes .  Life 
is good. 
5 . 5  Siddarth Rao- Indian 
I am the Alpha and the Omega. I am the harbinger of 
the End of Days . 
, 
I Tower 25 words 
2 . 1 Edward Fricker - Rock and roll 
Description: I am a gnarly rad dude, to the max. Sushi. 
Womens womens womens ! Say 'No ' to semaphore 
2 .2  Victoria Toal - Australian/Irish 
Thank you International House for three memorable 
years . Lihfe is good. Enj oy it ! 
3 . 1  Asanka S iniwardana - Australian 
I had great fun at IH this year. I enjoyed meeting 
different people from around the world. 
3 .2 James Flynn - Australian 
Been a great year, had a great time at the ball (must 
have, can't  remember it) , Bandfest, bible study and 
games night. Glad I stayed on the tragic 3rd year and 
love you all ! 
3 . 3  Sam Haber - American 
A man walked into the zoo and saw a kangaroo .  
Australia has been totally awesome. Work hard, 
party hard. Rock out with your cock out. 
3 .4 Roxane Tauru - French 
Fun time in IH. I met some really good friends . Nice 
atmosphere for a student. But still need to improve 
in cooking and cleanliness .  
4 . 1 Yeo Ulric Junyuan - Singaporean
IH is the bomb, a life in IH is a life worth living. 
4 .2 Tamil Selvarajah - Singaporean 
ALLO ALLO. J 'mappelle Tamil. I am from Singapore 
and I absolutely hate Australians. I am here to study for 
my Bachelor of Science . . . . but study is the last thing 
I have done so far. If you want to know more about 
me, feel free to look at the photos that these Kanyana 
c* *ts have put up and you might spot me in some 
compromising positions and at times, costumes .  
4 .3  Scott Tang- Australian 
One time I ate so much tang with my fingers that they 
started to bum away with citrus-y goodness .  
4 .4 Kiri Vaughan - Australian 
It 's been terrifying, hilarious, heartwarming, 
thrilling, torturous (sickness), heartaching, peaceful 
(the regularity of threesome jokes), and I absolutely 
loved it. 
Live long IH ! 
4 .5  Fleur Irvine - Franco-Australian 
Jamais deux sans trois .  
5 .2 Justin Tau - Malaysian 
2 years on and i still have no idea why there are 
brackets on the name on my door and phonelist -
Justin(Tau) 
5 . 3  Michael Brown - Australian 
I 've got a fetish for asian chicas . 
5 .4 Johnny Ng - Australia 
I really enjoyed 2006. It has been a great year for me. 
Got to meet new friends. I look forward to meeting 
some more next year. 
5 . 5  Chung Chee Wai - Malaysian 
Another great year in the great IH. The only difference 
is no different ! Life here is just awesome. I will never 
forget all the fun I had here ! 
6 . 1 Joss Douglas - Australian 
Whenever I was a child I wondered what if my name 
had changed into something more productive like 
Roscoe . . .  been born in 1 89 1 .  
6 .2  Christian Weedbrook - Australian 
Sugar daddy of I tower and founder of Club x. 
Womanizer, alcoholic, druggie, player. You name the 
shit and daddy's been there done that ! 
6 . 3  Emily Brooks - Australian 
Our very own druggie. She 's a pot smoking, codeine 
sniffing, big grin loving biatch. Her short arms and 
mutant tongue give her the edge when drinking to 
excess .  
6 .4 Yuka Nishitani 
Always smiling, healthy, active, sporty, tanned, 
social, TALKATIVE . . .  sonna anata ni . Fall in love. 
6 . 5  Cham Agarwal 's - Malaysia 
This indecisive, j elly eating gal, falls for any prank, 
cant hold her drink, thats what Hungry Jack's think, 
when she left her trademerk everywhere but the sink. 
Ain 't she sweet. 
Steve and Janet Awards 2006 
Traditionally pr esented during Kickback Night, these awards ar e only 
to b e  found her e  du e to Kickback Night 06 's  canc ellation (our Cultural 
Conv enor was pr eoccupi ed macking a seri es of boys that night. ) 
The 74 Nugget champion - Emil Mohan 
International Man of Mystery - Nobu Ito 
Reverse Banana Award - Emma Gibbs 
40 Days and 40 Nights Award - Cam Roberts 
2 's Company, 3 is an amusing Award - K, C, SK 
Drunkest DJ Award - Yusuke 
Boy Toy Award - Joss (for Ball) 
Geeban Love Generation Award - Russell and Nikki 
Keeping Your Friends Close Award - Seb 
The Not-so Platon-ic Award - Wendy 
Skipping B Award - Peter and Sarah 
Honorary G4th Award - Kate Petrie 
Dangerous Driver Award - Johnny Warren 
'No Gary, No ' Award - Maja Doma 
First Lady Award - Beanie Tom 
Bearded Lady Award - Gurteaj 
Shattered Wine Glass Award - Alice Beams 
Most Responsible Phone User - James Maasdorp 
Noisiest Couples Category - Yaz and Sam, Ninle and 
Cob, Jack and Mon, Wing and Queenie 
Worst Scapegoat EVER! Award - Harry 
Loudest Phone Conversation Award - Sin Sin 
Best Use of a 5 Minute Interval Award - Muba 
The Kill Steal Award - Cam Roberts 
Best Friends with Bitumen Award - Malawi 
Banana Award - Shin 
Humpty Dumpty Award - Sara O'Neil 
Sausage in a Pan Award - Devin 
Mr Brightside Award - Tom Baldwin 
Water Conservation Award - Sasha 
20 1 6  Olympics Gold in Ultimate Frisbee - Chad 
The Moisture Award - Masa 
Best On-the-spot Answer - Min Dee 
You Other Brothers Can't Deny Award - Leigh-Ann 
Dodgy Pre-res Award - Cassie 
Least likely to graduate - Ann Carroll 
Least likely to become Chiropractor - Katie Hawgood 
Least likely to sell his car - Terence 
Least likely to go unnoticed in bar - Amit 
Least likely to . . .  - Tom Lockwood 
Most likely to get a restraining order from John Mayer 
- Nathan Walk 
Most likely to catch Disco Fever - Christiana 
Most likely to disappear over the border - Jess Mapp 
Most likely to have the biggest podiatry bill - Sang 
Most likely to develop a back problem - Lisa Abbott 
Most likely to transfer to Cromwell - Rita 
Most likely to employ half the college - Anthony Yuen 
Most likely to contract apathy - Viki 
Most likely to beat Iron Chef - Nut 
College Soundbytes 2006
A 
"Sometimes I just snap" - Tim H after throwing knife at sister 
"Katie, don't go down tonight" - Sang, in Tim's zealously protective presence 
"Put them away . . . . They 're beautiful but I can't concentrate" - Tim to Anouk 
B 
"Does England have coastlines?" - Andrew Eross 
"From those of us who have to study: we don't appreciate thinking we 're being attacked by aliens or that 
there 's a pod of whales in college" - James Marsdorp 
"We're going to the RE to get petrol" - a drunk Claire Jorgenson 
"I sprained the lateral side of my cruciate ligament" - a drunk Claire Jorgenson 
Maja :  "Why are you wearing so much black?" 
Sober Claire : "I 'm mourning the loss of my dignity from getting with Posada" 
"People who play ' touch' ,  touch themselves at night. That 's why so many of them are there, they're 
confessing something" - Claire 
c 
"Amit 's boobs have their own center of gravity" - Modem science 
"Well, feminism isn't  going to get me laid" - Nat Stevenson 
Amit: "Good Morning Natty-o" 
Natty-o :  "Shut the fuck up" 
Sarah: "But I gave you $5 for Hungry Jacks ! "  
Scuba: "That would explain why you kept trying to eat my burger" 
Natty-o : "Hey slurry" 
Alice : "Hey . . .  these are my parents" 
"My leg 's not meant to go like that" - Sarah to Scuba 
"People are yelling at my face and it sounds like hands" - Scuba 
"Fucking international people shopping all the time- RACISM ! ! " - Christiana 
"You make little boys in my pants sad" - Christiana 
"I ' ll punch you in the uterus" - Christiana 
"Hamburgers are like beef burgers but more like ham" - Ross 
D 
"I fit into my 60 litre backpack" - Kathrin 
E 
"I normally don't tell people this but I used to be a model" - Cam 
"I normally don't tell people this but I had sex with the most people on exchange in Argentina" - Cam 
"I 've been looking on diagnosis .corn and I think I have AIDS" - Cam 
"I can 't help telling people I got an OP 1 8" -Cam 
"Just give me five more minutes" - Megan with Scuba in her room 
Lach Stevenson: "She gave good blow jobs" 
Nat Stevenson: "Yeah, that was me" 
"No Vegemite" - Mel 
"I like to hump a laser" - Kim 
F 
"So this is what guilt feels like- a cold, hard piece of metal across my crotch" - The Blur, nursing his Keep 
L33t  sign-to-be . 
"The degree to which a girl is attracted to me is inversely proportional to how attractive I find her" - The 
Blur 
Jack: "Emil, why do you have a box of tissues *and* toilet paper in your room?" 
Mike : "The toilet paper 's for cleaning up the mess" 
(Pause) 
Emil :  "The tissues are for crying afterwards" 
"Bukakke"- MJ, Ben Drew, etc 
Emil : "Yo man, get a gym pass .  Its 20 dollars for two weeks . . . . that 's 1 0  dollars a week" 
"What? You guys don't get horny in your lectures?"- Jack 
"I love . . . . . like, lunch" - Katie 
*Moan* - Devin in the shower
"Maiiiiiikkkkeeeee . . . . . . . . .  .Jjj aaaccccckkkkkkkk" - Sasha 
"I really need to go butt rape the shit out of this assignment" - Mike Jack 
"You're dead to me" - Mike Jack 
"You dirty lil ' whore" - Emil 
"Johnno you can penetrate me in any way now" (says a mildly vexed Jack after being berated by Johnno) 
"Let 's go drink vwodka" - Sasha 
"I 'm horny" - Sasha 
"Emil, I gave you my word and you don't believe me. You touch my pride ."  - Sasha 
"In Russ ta we say . . . . . .  waterberry" - Sasha 
"Single concession to the city please . . .  (condom taped to ID) . . . . . .  ! ! ! ! " - Katie 
G 
"If only you were shorter" - Ben Drew 
"I am the key to life" - Trini 
"Boys, girls ,  it doesn't matter when you're drunk" - Trini 
Playing 'Never Have I Ever ' :  "Never have I ever masturbated in Justin 's room" (Mark drinks) 
"It was really cold. That 's why it 's so small" - Mark 
"I 'm Asian by association" - Emma 
"So what do you do? Do you put music on? Does it help?" - Tiffy 
"I fucking hate that person" - Tey 
"If Petrie wins I ' ll suck your cock" - Tey to Devin 
Ann and Maja :  "Can we buy a student club megaphone?" 
Johnny Warren: "But what are we going to use it for?" 
H 
"I 'm going to have to confisticate this" - Sid 
I 
"Come to Soiriiiiii" - Tobi 
AUTOGRAPHS & SUCHLIKE 
This mind bogglingly late edition of Kanyana is dedicated to everyone who kept me sane during the hellish adventure that was 
the last couple of weeks at college : Conrad, Katie, Chelsea, Amit, Seb, Kyle and anyone else who has been buried beneath the 
repression of those memories :P Also, I offer my humble and ingratiating thanks to Maj a, Ann and Bee, who have managed to 
wait so long for this magazine without defenestrating me in frustration. And finally to Yuko Miyamoto, for continuing to give me 
bright, swooning moments in my angstiest hours /\ _/\ 

